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Howard University, Washington, D.C. 20059

Residence I Iall Week
draws sharp.criticism

•

Dixon
to deliver

IT'S HARD TO SAY GOODBYE

•

$18,000 spent on celebration students
say should have been spent on dorms

duati.011
address

By JOYCE DAVIS

By TYYA N. TURNER

''To teach as we learn, to share as we
gain: Howard and the CommunityPartncrs In Progress ." This was lhe
theme of Residence Halls Weck 1991 .
The problem is that some do not believe
the concept behind the theme was ex·
emplified during the activities of the
week.
However, in the activities during the
week, many students noticed the absence
of one half of the ''part ners" • the com·
munity.
When asked whether he thought the
community Was involved in Residence
Hall Week, Duane Covert, a junior pub·
lie relations major, replied "'No not at
all . I don·t see how a variety show and
a fashion show have anything to so with
the c:ommu nity. If they wanted to in·
volve the community, they could have
gone down to Duke Ellington and got·
ten some students to come and perform .''
''The week itself is not designed to be
a commu nity-service activity," said the
dean or Residence Life, William Keene .
'' It was designed to make it known that
these acti\•ities go on.''
''The community has been the bcnericia ry of a year long effort on the part
of scores of Howard students," Keene
(!.ddcd.
Together. the I 4 residence halls ha\'e
hosted O\'er 50 community service pro·
grams during the 19W-1991 academic
year, according to Keene . Some of
these programs include weekly bible
study ror senior citizens of Claridge
Towers (Sutton Plaza), Christmas
clothing drive (Eton Towers), College
A\\' areness Day (Drew), Big Brother
program (Carver), Safeway computer

Hilftop Staff Reporter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'.

M3)•or Sharon Pratt Dixon will give
the- C,ommencement address this year.
Dixon '''ill also receive an honorary

D9ctor of Laws degree. along with Loi us
W. Sullivan. Secretary of Heallh and
Human Ser\•ices. during the ceremony.

Graduation is on!)' a few weeks away,
but preparations for the event began
long ago. said Ray Smith. of Adminis-

trati\•e Affairs.
Because stud~nts graduate at the end
of each semester and at the conclusion
of the summer session, graduation is an
on-going process.

The process begins in the summer
" 'hen deans of the respective schools
and college~ determine which students

w,ill graduate through summer school

Gayle Parker, a 1991 graduate of the School of Social Work, disagrees with the closing of her school.

Social Work seniors reflect
on the school that wasn't to be
•

'

'

and send their names 10 the Office of
Adminstrative Affairs. which orders the
diplomas. This proceedure is also fol·
lowed for December and Ma)' graduates.
By JOHANNA WILSON
All of these students are considered a
•
Hilltop Staff Rttport&r
part of the Ma)' graduating class.
Ho\vever. summer and December
In May 1993, the students \\'ill be
graduates ma)' receive their diplomas as
gone -the legacy will be over.
soon as the)' come in. instead of having
These students are rare breeds. and
10 y,•ait until ~1av .
Ga)·le Parker is one of them .
•
The duties of plann.ing gradution have
•
Unlike the majority of her peers.
been split amo_!1g seVeral departments.
Gayle Parker is a rare breed that " 'ill
Adminstrative Affairs will handle the
soon become extinct.
orctering of caps, go\\'ns. diplomas, in·
Gayle. a senior. is among nine other
\·itations. and programs. Jostens, a
students \\·ho ~· ill be receiving a
compan)' oy,·ned b)' Reginald Stewart , a
Bachelor's of Social Work (BSW) in
. Hoy,•ard alumnus, will serve as vendor
May 1991.
·'
for these items.
··1 don ' t think that it was such a
The ph)'sical facilities department ,
\I.' ill be in charge of making sure that the
~· ard is prepared for graduation, which
includes having enough chairs and set·
ting up the stage. WHUR and WHMM
"·ill handle sound and video, respec·
ti\•el\' .
Admistrati\'CAffairs has a budget of
Sl 17.000 for its portion of commence·
ment. altbough that figure ma)' increase
due to inflation. Jn addition to the pur·
ch;iises made from Jostens, Adminisfra·
By NICOLE P. JOHNSON
t ti\•e Affairs will offer an honorarium as
pa)' ment to.Dixon for her address.
Costance Ro<an, \rice president for Hiltop Staff Reporter
.
.Admistrati\•e
.
. Aff'3.irs, declined to name
The rnrnagement and administra1ion'
the amount of the honorarium, y.r hich
Smith described<as •·no great amount.'' 'Of Howard Universit~· Plaza To"'ers.
Rotan did say however, that \\' hen ordered fee increases for the 1991-92
'
academic
school
year
that
come
in
the
Dixon is offered the honorariam after
\ the ceremony, she ··may decline and.ask midst of a tuition increase and have
that it be used to fund scholarships.'' students looking for alternative housing.
Residents were inrormed or the 9o/c
According to Rotan , this is a common
practice among those who do not de· inciease in a memo dated March 25. and
•
pend on speeches as a •part of. their many residents feel that the increased ·
fee is tpo much .
livlihood.
'' It's not worth ~said sophomore
Niani Taylor \\'ho is 1n the process of
INSIDE
looking for alternative housing.
Many students believe that for the
amount or mo11ey they pay at the plaza
they could find a place to live that provided more amenities.
Many apartment and houses in the
District and in Maryland such as Sum.
mil Hill and Logan Park Apartments
provide a pool and in unit washer/dryers
that are attractive lo students, and with
•
the plaza docs not provide .
··1 don "t thin~ the quality of the
building is worth the amount 1hey are
asking," said Junior Kenya Smith who
is currently looking for another apart·
ment .
Bridget Jones, a sen!or, Dental Hygiene major said that because the Plaza
!lfeeting Someone Special
does not have cable and because of the
•
•
Trying
to
find
that
special
•
persislant hot water problem ''We're
Mr/Ms Right at H.U.
moving.''
See.page 18
Glen Davjs, a junior in the college of
•
Liberal Arts said that he understands
Summer Scho<il Blues
that the university has been subsidizing
• Student ponder bqoks over sun
the Plaza and that now they arc trying to
and fun .
eliminate the subsidy, but that ''thCy are
Seepage JA
out pricing the area."

I

good move . As a matter or ract. I think
it's sad." she said. '' \\1ith drugs. streSs.
and crin1e, social workers are well
needed-the adn1inis1ration and students
take social \l.'Ork ror granted, and the
social \\'Ork proression doesn't get the
credit it deserves,'' she said .
Ga~· lc is rererring to the elimination
of the undergraduate social work program due to low student enrolln1ent .
The move to end the program is apart or
Howard 2000. President Franklyn G .
Jenifer·s method of ''pruning the tree''
to build a stronger ··comprehensive, re·
search·oricnted, hiforicali)' black, private university.''

Howard Plaza
to increase rent

.

•

see RENT, page AB

Currently. there are 20 full -time
undergraduate students enrolled in the
School of Social \Vork . The students
who \\ ill not be graduati11g in Ma}'
1

199\ will be given.until May 1993 to
do so. AfJern'ards. the two ~· car program will be elimi11ated . The Master
and Doctorate or Social Work Pro·
granls will be maintained .
'' You need a founflation before ) 'OU
jump into a MSW program,'" Gayle
said. ·· 1belie\•eJhal the administration
is rea ll}· going to regret their decision
in the long run.··

see GRADUATE, page AB

see HALL, page AB

'

Management
blanies hike
on vandalism
•
By NATALIE FOSTER
Hiltop Staff Reporter

Howard University students continue
to complain about the living conditions
in university housine. Dcs1ruction,
vandalism, high rent and management
are often subjects of criticism. 1
Students call the facilit)j such names
as "the ghetto··. ''Harlem'', and ''rat and
roach motels.''
" While there are many improvements
that need to be made by the university,
students can help by not destroying and
vandalizing the properties", said Howard
Plaza manager Marvin Whetstone .
''Just about every day I walk down
the halls I can find where someone has
done some destruct ion, graffiti, has dis·
charged a fire extinguisher." said
Whetstone.
Two years ago, the University opened
the Howard Plaza Towers to give stu·
dents an alternative to regular dormi·
tory living.
Since the building opened, the staff
has had to continuously repair the de·
st ruction caused by students, said Whet·
slone.
''The population at the Towers is
about 1400 students," said Whetstone.
··somebody observes what happens but
no one reports these things to us. I
would like to see students cut down
some or the vandalism," .
Damage to' the housing facilities .

'

especially at the Towers affeels the bud·

'

.

Bejamln 'Gizmo' Issac sports the S-Curl style fade haircut.

Cutting hair for a living
By JUAN PONDER
Hilftop Staff Reporter

Long ago, in the Age of the
Afro, also known as the 1970's, lhe
hair clippcr·s were considered taboo .
In the 1980s, they became man's
best friend .
Today, as'short arras and close
cut fades coincide in harmony, there
arc some students who can still earn
a few dollars cutting hair.
Roland Jefferson, 23, is a senior
zoology major from Los Angeles
who has been cutting hair for nearly
ten years.
In the ninth grade, ''My father

see VANDALS, page AB

•

•

giveaways (Slowe), and canned food
drive (Meridian Hill).
According to Keene, the Office of
Residence Life spent approximately
$18,(X)() on materials for week. Keene
did not have a break down of exactly
what the money was spent on but he did
say that ''one of the largest expenditures
was the banquet which we hosted for
our honor stude nts.'"
''Are you serious.'' asked sophomore
Jenn ifer Edwards when she learned how
much was spent on Residence Hall
Weck . '' I think the money could be used
fo~ lot of other needs that the school
has,'' added Ed\\'ards.
'"The school isn ' t financially stable.
The money needs to be spe nt in a more
productive manner.'' said Edwards.
Some students believe that the money
should have been allocated to help with
repairs at Howard University's 14 residence hall s.
··Personally, I think they could prob·
ably take that S 18,000and do something
else with it," said Covert, ''They could
spend it on improving the practice rooms
in Fine Arts. expanding and improving
the computer labs in the library and
especially in the repairs for the dorms.''
Others did not agree with the fact that
students had lo pay $6.00 to attend a
banquet when many aren ' t even regis·
tered.
··The six dollars represents less than
half of the cost we payed for each dinner. Besides. for $61 believe thes1udcnl5
got a fairly good deal, a fashion show, a
pretty good meal and the opportunity to
fellowship with other students and staff,''
said Keene. Residence paid $15 per
plate at the banquet.
·' lt was worth it because there was a

)

brought me some clippers and told
me to cut my 'fro off," he said.
..After that, I started cutting my
brother's and cousins'.~
The sclf·taught trade has
developed into a lucrative business.
At about 30 heads a week, Jefferson

can make up to Sl50. That can help
a struggling college student a lot.
Most charge S5 for a haircut,

compared to prices of S7 and higher
at a barbershop.
JCfferson cuts his customers in
the living room or his apartment. He
-claims around 70 to 100 regulars
who keep him in business ...They
come around every other week or
every three weeks,.. he said.

But it seems new customers are
getting harder 10 come by.
Some on6Campus and off.
campus housing authorities have
told him that he has to slop advertis·
ing. He says he still puts out about
1000 flyers at a cosl of $10 every 2
to 3 weeks, however.
Another student barber who bu
felt the effect of the advertising crunch
is Kevin Armstead, 19, a sophomore
engineering major from CinciMati,
Ohio...First semester, I was cutting 1
lot of heads," he said, .. But when they
make you take do"'" your flyers you
lose a IOt of business. -

see CUT, page B
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The.National Institutes of Health·(NIH)

•

·

.

end

The Alcohol, Drug Abuse & Mental
Health Administration (ADAMHA),

•

• ••
.......

•••••

•••••
••••••
••••••

·'

world leaders in biomedical science, want you to stop by
their JOB FAIR tent and check out their lwilll'' •job
opportunities. Bring your res••me or a exi11ipleled SF-171
(Application for Federal Employment). If you're a
qualified candidate, you could join the team thats
shaping the future of health care. Remember,

...
..........
•••
•••

••
.• ..

Make the Smart Move!

.......
.. .

•••••
•••••
••••••
••••••

opportunity like this only knocka once - and on one

••••••••

dayonlyl
•

•

•

. I

.

• ••••••

DATE:
TIME:

'

Satul"day, April 27, 1991

•

•

JOBS:
•

.

. .

'

•

...

.

INFO:

• 24 Hour Security System
• Fully Equipped Kitchens
• Secured Reserved Parking . • On-Site Laundry Facilities
Spaces Available
• Great Views of DC
• Heating & Cooling
through Spa~ious Windows
(Individually Controlled)
• Wall-To-Wall Carpeting
• Cable 1V Available

••••••

.

•

•

• ••
• ••

.........
.

...
.......

(OffW Good

Sign )anguage interpretation and reasonable ac:c:ommodation
•
for·individuals with disabil~ies will be provided. ·

..

11wu..., 15)

•••••
•••••
•111111
•••••

• ••
...
...

ACT NOW

.

CALL 202•265•5359

.

•

I

;

---. ..

•••
•••

•
'

••••••
••••••••

IN

NIH is an Equal Opportunity Employer
•

• ••

'

Scientffic, Nursing, Professional,
and othersl
(301) 496--0471

•

'

•••••••

Clerical, Adminisbatlve, Trade,

.t

•
•

...

10AMto3 PM
•
'
National Institutes of Health
(Under the tent), ROdcviDe Pike &
Jones-Bridge Road, at the Medical
Center Metro .

PLACE:

..

•••
•••
•••

••
.•• ..
••
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Howard University
Summer Sessions

•

'

,

'

•
It's~The-Smart-Thing-To-Do

Reason #6:

•

.

.

•

As a Howard· student;
you'll
. '
. have the sp·i ecial benefits
of studying ~ith faculty
and students you know .

. .

. ..
.

·~· ' .·,
~

GRADUATES * FULL TIME
STUDENTS & FACULTY OF
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

•

'-.'
,;

.

' ••

•

•

•

.

•

•

.
•

CURTIS CHEVROLET • GEO
·Gives a little more and takes a little 1ess·

•

•

••

Washington's Qkjest & Largest Chevrolet· Geo Dealer

.
•

.

Be
.
......in the know

•
•

•

• ,

•

,;

• • •

•

Have a

u

H0WARD

SUMMER!

,'

•

•

5pEC\AL
. f\NANC\NG

•

For information, please visit us:

'
.

•

'

Summer Sessions Office
Room 100
School of Continuing Education
Faculty Office Building North
(next to Douglass Hall)

· or call us:

806-6792

fOR ALL
GRAOUA"TES

DOWN
PAYMENT
ASSISTANCE
Up TO $500

1

-

•

•

•

'
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Summer school '91:
-ro go or not to go?

Waller said that be is going to start
with a large staff and cut back, if
necessary, to have the most dedicated
people.
''I don't know if the faculty is
going to like for me to do that, but

'' WE'RE GONNA BE LARGE'

that's what I'm going to do," he said.

''If people want to get into radio, this
By LaSANDRA BOWMAN
H/Ntop Staff Reporter

If >'Ou ' re considering suminer school.
you're not alone. According, to Pegg)'
Berry, Assistant Dea n o,f A"dn1inistration in the School of Continuing Education, bet\\'een 2400 and 2500 students
attend sun1nier school at Howard University.
Berry said that although the students
are most!)' junior s and se niors, there is
a ''sizeable number·· of sophon1ores.
Berry said that a large nun1ber of
seniors con1e ~ack to take one or t\\'O
classes to graduate .
Student s who think that sun1n1er
school is a wa)' of bringing up or mai11taining their G.P.A. n1a)' be right on
track.
Berry said that there is :·a high rate of
passage·· in sumn1er sessions. 11 is comparable to the rate )'OU can identif)' for
the fall and spring.
.
She added that because the classes
are smaller students can get individualized attention that the~· nla)' not get in
the fall and spring.
Paulette Parker. a se nior zoolog~'
major agreed .
"In the sun1mer it's a little easier and
a little more rela;·e j," she said. "I had
difficult courses and i1 gives Ole a chance
to catch up o n things.
She added that because the classes

are sn1aller stude11ts can get i11dividualized attention that they n1ay not get in
the fall and spring.
Berr)' said that student s have n1ore
tin1e to co11centrate 011 classes because
they usually ~old the s1ude11 ts to seve n
credits.
Freshnlan radio production maj o r.
Rene Prioleau. said sl1e \viii be taking
advantage of sun1me r school as a method
of "planning ahead."
She added. "I do11't \Vant to be here
·for the rest of my life ."
H0\\ ever, Berry added th at certain
provision can be ntade for special cases.
Berr)' advises students to use the
sun1n1er as semesters. ·· Because there
, are t\\'O sessions. stude n1sca11 son1etin1es
J Jet tl1e sun1n1er act as an extra )'ea r. So
' instead of getting out in five )'ears, students can get out in four ."
Berr}' said that it is also financial I)'
feasible to incorporate the summer into
the educational program because tuition
usual!)' i11creases in the fal I. but summer
sessions costs are the same as part-time
costs of the preceding spri ng.
Berry said that the first session is !he
larger of the two sessio ns.
One reason Berry gave for this is that
the seco11d session e11ds ··so c lose to
fall'' and co11sidera1ions nlust be made
of available faculty .
Ber1y also said thal accord ing to
questionnaires answered by students,
1

ing district a,nd c hapter a\vards. A presenration of the officers \\'ill also be
made.
The scheduled speaker is Robin
Beam an, \\'ho \\'ill speak on prublic relations in ente rlainment \\'ith reference
to African-Americans. Beaman currenty
serves as public relations dir~clor Black
Entertainment Television .
The ce lebration will be in the form of
a Bar·B-Que stylc Luncheon. \vhich may
be outside. \\'Cather pe rmi1inmg. In the
case of inclement '''Cather. 1hc eve nt
\\'ill be moved 10 the C.B. Po,vel l
Bu.ilding. room C-229.
Admiss ion is free to members and
non-members are to n1ake contributions
at 1he door.
For further info rm a1ion. contact
Presidenl Rochelle Tilleryat 806-749~.

The Employee Scf'\. ices Program
(ESP) of lnforn1a1ion S)'Stcms and
Services (!SS) ';V iii host a Five-K
Walk-A-Thon to suppo rt Ho\\:a rd
University Hospita l Boarder Bab ies.
Starting at 8 a.m. in Greene Sladium, the even! is one on· a list of
several sposored by the organ ization
during the schoo l year. The walk-athon is the first one held by the ESP of
tSS and its success ~'rill de termine
whether or not it becomes an annual
event.
The !SS includes all of the various
computing services on · ~am pus and
the ESP serves as its s upport st.aff.
All interested pa rties should preregister in the School of Engineering.
room 2112, by May 3.
· For further information. con tact
Peggy Cox at (202) 806- 7200. Elsie
Walton at 806-2955 or Betty Wilson
1

,1

',"
•

I

The Ladies of Alpha Chapte r Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority , Inc. arc asking for
volnteers for the LaCassa Home less
She lt er.
The shelter. one of three sponsored
by the f\ational Coalition for lhe
Hpmcless, has been in existence for
the past 11 years.

at 806·5836.
PRSSA TO SALUTE
SENIORS
The Public Re lations Student So.ciety of America \\'ill host _its annual
Senior Send-Off for all members ''' ho
•are graduating seniors. Honors \\'ill
also be bestowed upon those receiv-

Located on 1436 Irving St. NW,
LaCassa is a 175 bed emergency
shelter. It provides evening meals and

to do some amazing things, such as
breaking new music," be said.

''When it comes to being a radio
station, [mainstream} radio stations
are doing it backwards. Record trends

'

follow radio stations, we don't follow
record trends. The trades follow us,

•

PHOTO BY KEVIN LEE

Iran Waller, the new G.M, at WHBC, wants to obtain a larger listening audience,

WHBC gets new G.M.
Staff members enthusiastic about planned changes
By ERICA THOMPSON
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard University's only student-

run radio station, WHBC (830 AM),
has a new General Manager.
Iran (pronounced J'-ren) Waller
described himself as a ''fourth year
student'' 1n the School of·
Comunications. However, the current

a comprehensive rehabilitalion
program 10 help facilitale the
movemenl of sheltered clien1s to
transitional programs.
Y.Qlunteers will assume the duties
of food servers and intake assislants.
Tlic members of !he sorority go over
10 the sheller on the firs1 Friday of
every month .
For further info rm ation . contact
an}'One fron1 Zeta Phi Bel a.

DIVINITY SGA TO HONOR
FACULTY AND ALUMNI 'AT
ANNUAL BANQUET
The Ho\\·a rd Universi ty School of
Di\•inity Student Government Association \\'ill salute its outslanding
faculty members and leaders in the
communi ty at its Annual Honors
Banquet 1h is evening at 7 p.m. in !he
Armour J . Blackburn Center. ""'
This )'Ca rs honorees includC Dr.
Delores Carpenter. Dr. Korlright
Davis. Dt. Cain Hope Felder. Dr. Elias
Farajaje-Jones, Dr. Calivi n Morris.
Dr. Gene Rice and Dr. Cheryl Sanders. all facul1y members at the School
ofDivinit)' who have published books
in recent months.
0

ZETA PHI BETA
VENTURES TO SHELTER
FOR HOMELESS MEN

Rude Boys, and Special Ed.
4
' College radio bas the opporluntiy

•

funny, arrogant, and to the point.

see SCHOOL, page 8

Waller also plans to continue to
have well known artists visit the station. A few of those who visited
WHBC this year wer.e Gang Starr,
Brand Nubians, Chubb Rock, The

Jf'

,,

staff at WHBC described him as brash,

CL'£RICAL WORKERS WILL
LET THEIR FEET DO THE
WALKING
,

•

could be their vehicle.··

Tickets for the event arc S25 per
person and S250 per table . For further
informa tion contact Reverend Iris
Farablee at (202) 806-0500.

'

Although be will not assume office
until next year, new staff bas already
dubbed itself the ''Iran-nation'' - a take
off on Janet Jackson 's Rhythm-Nation.
Members of personnel are scuffling and
papers are shuffling as the clamor continues over WHBC' s new manager.
''We'regonna be large, " said Waller.
''This station's gonna blow-up in '92."
Among Waller's expectations, he
believes WHBC will obtain a larger
listening audience &ind will be known
not only on campus, but also around the

country.
How will Waller and his staff accomPlish their goals? First of all, he said,
''Through promotions."
''Listen," be continued, ..we play dope
stuff. We introduce more new music.
People should be listening to us.''
A second part of Waller's plan is to
expand the staff at WHBC. In fact, be
invites interested students to become a
part of his crew. But he adds that only
the dedicated and serious minded need

apply.

we don't follow them," he added.
By volunteering at the radio station,
many students have gained hands-on
experience that would have been im·
possible otherwise.
Jamal Harris, a sophomore in the
School of Business and chief an·
nouncer, said WHBC is a " training
facility" because its totally run by
students.
Staff member, Rene Prioleau, a
freshman in the School of Comm uni·
cations, agreed. '1'bis is the' only
station where we [students] can come
in and be a part of it, because we can't

really be a part of WHUR."
Prioleau continued, ''Other stations
may allow us to do some paperwork,
but here we are the station."
WHBC's format consists of Rap,
Reggae, Qub, House and R&B, and
serves on cam us and .some dorms.

H.U. paraphernalia may
not live up to expectations
By JOHANNA WILSON

AftCr the first wash, the pants will
shrink and your Howard shirt will just

say "WOW".

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Picture lhis scenario.
It 's exactly five days before you go
home for vacation. and you 're in search
of the perfect Howard hookup.
You can ' t go home half-stepping.
So. you will need a Howard shirt and
pants to don when you step into '' that''
store or to ''that'' game back ho me.

T/1is reflects a bad in1age
upon my merc/1andise
and c/zaracter~

\

-Karrien1

You scatter around campus until you
find a vendor that has a ''two for one
sale··.
You purchase your hookup for a mere

S20.00.
However . little do you know that
what you've just purchased is junk .

Mr .Karriem . a year-around vendor
on campus, said that students are often
vi ct in1s of second-class vendors selling
student s third rate merchandise .
Karrriem said that he is concerned
about Jhe vendors ''who are on campus
for a hot moment''.
Graduation time , homecoming,
spring break, and other moments
Karriem is worried about .
'
''When
these fly-by-night vendors
leave , students. who have bought defected merchandise from them, come to
my stand and complain about merchandise they have received from these
vendors. Thi s reflects a bad image upon
my merchandi se and character."
Karriem said.
Deli sa Scott. an accounting major,
has had the n1isfortune of buying merchandise from a ··fly -by-night '' vendor.
''I bought a shirt from a vendor. and
after no more than five washings. the
shirt became faded and it shrunk." Scott
sa id .
Even though s he continuously
searched for this particular vendor. Scott
never saw him again and never got her
shirt exchanged.
According to Karriem, there arc
several things students should observe
when purchasing clothing merchandise .

•

"Students should not buy shirts made
from Pakistan lOOo/o cotton because it
will shrink so much with one washing
that you will not be able to any more
wear of it . StudcntS should also avoid
purchasing shirts with labels saying
'irrcg' in them,·• KaITiem said.
Unlike the vendor Scott encountered ,
the year-round clo1hing vendors have

"

I bought a shirt from a
vendor and after no more
than five washings, the shrt
beca111e faded and it shrunk

"

·DeLisa Scott

full refund or exchange policies available to stude nts.
,
Omar Barakat and Stanley Pressley,
who are also year-round clothing vendors on campus, said that they have
exchanged items even when they suspect
that students arc not at fault for the
damage of specific merchandise.
If you have any more questions about
how to avoid being ripped off by .. flyby-night'' vendors, please contact the
above mentioned vendors near Cramton
Aud itorium a[ld the School of Business.

•

Exchange student to return
home after two years at Howard
By SEAN L, ALLISON

I

Hilltop StsW Repotter

'

•

•

the New

the New

,

,

,

• Live lessons & workshops • Instructors ''on-call''

• Home study materials '

• Extra help sessions

•Test Your Bcsl guaranttt:

•Tes'- taking stra tegies

' DON'T BE LffT IN THE DARK ! CALL KAPIAN TODAY!
FOR A BRIGID' fUlllRE,

•

l

•

Bc:thesda

(301) 770-3+'1+
,
•

STANLEY H. KAPL\N

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Oaances
Washington, DC
(202) 2++·1+56

Nqrth<rn Virginia
(703) 352-TEST

As his graduate studies come to a
c lose, Francois De Vargas said he looks
back at Howard University with fond
memories.
The foreign exchange student from
Switzerland decided to pursue his
graduate studies in philosophy at a
predomi nan ti y black institution of higher
learning. Although he planned to spend
only one year here, he quickly realized
that .it takes much more time to grasp the
full Howard experience.
··1 had such a (aritastic, enriching
year. that I thought I needed more time."
said De Vargas. ···1 especially wanted to
strengthen my ties with the AfricanAmerican community,•· he continued .
In order to accomplish this goal ,
De Vargas applied for and received the
graduate assistant position in the Merid-

"r--- ~

-- -----

Francois Devargas will return to Switzerland.
!an Hill Hall dormitory .
In the eyes of Devargas it was an
experience he will never forget .
''There are over 700 students in
Meridian and I always felt confident I
could handle Ill)' responsibilities," said
De: Vargas. ''However, there were times

when 1 encountered some racist auitudcs."
As a graduate assistant, DeVargas
hosted a seminar on race relations in
Me,ridian. The program was called,

•

see EXCHANGE, page 8

•

•
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Graduation Agitation
In t\\·o weeks. Howard Universil)' will turn loose
ano1her group of bright. bold graduates into the real .
cruel world . They will trade· in their, by now. worn and
raggC.d H.U. identification cards. indicative of the }'ears
spent on this campus. for shiny new memberships cards
in the Howard University Alumni Association. \Vh ile

many of them will leave " 'ith a sigh of relief that it is
final I)~ over. one can only wonder if that sigh will be

follov.:ed by a \\ il ling spirit to give back tp ibis iri.stitu·
1

tion. especially after the mindless madness that those
prospec1ive graduates were forced tO undergo- during
their last days here . If the uni\•e rsi ty hopes to produce
a nev• generation of alumni v. ho are not only proud of
1

their alma mater. but pr,oud enough to reinforce that
pride \\·ith financial support. it must sta rt b)' erasing the
hassles through which it puJs ils graduating seniors.
Understandably. the universit)' expects all prospecti\'e graduates to financial!)' clear with the universit)'
before receiving their degrees. Bui. expecting them to
ex.ecute this process i11o-a malter of da)'S is unreasonable.
The hassle associated \\'ith pending financial aid and
loans throughout a student's four) ears here all comes to
head at this time. All of the uncertainties are reduced
to either ··you have it or )'Ou don ' t'' situations.
Add to the already high tuition balance a SlOO

gradual ion fee. being a graduating ~nior can be pretty
expensive. For some, this $100 is not easy to come by.·
Wh y would the university wait until a month before
commencement and inform seniors that they would be
assessed this amount in order to qualify for graduation.
We must not forget the library clearance that every
.gr:aduating senior ~ust p~ss in.. order to receive their
degree.
Furthermore. how can the university expect ~tudcnts.
who at least seve n times pre~iously hlid a two-week
period to lake ffnal ex~mi~ations, now to complete them
in only three days? One can only wonder if three days
is enough time to take tests that could be the deciding
factor bet\\'een graduating and having to stay an extra
semester. Starting with the class of 1992, Howard
University shou ld take a long hard look at how it treats
its future alumni.
Perhaps an extension of the
examination period. a method of early execution of the:/
financial clearance process. and a reduction in this
graduation fee are · pos~ible steps. ,
If there is one group )'Ou \\'ant to lreat right, it is those
budding alumni. If they leave here feeling good about

During and after the American Ci'\· ii \\-'ar. the United
Srates grappled \\·ith the ques1ion of " ·ha! to do with its
black population. Man)' saw colonization as the ans\\·er. ·
Thus Africa11s 'A'ere sent se'\ eral places. The)' \\'ere
g1,·en land and a commit men I from !he U.S. go"·ernmenl
to assisl them One place they " ·ere set1led \\·as presentda\' Liberia.
bifferent groups in Liberia ha,·e just ended a ci\·il
~·ar. The countr)' is no\\' in the stages of establishing a
ne\\' cons1i1ution. E\·en though the couotr)' has a_chieved
a higher level of peace. 1hCre is an C\ er-present need for
emergenc)•-ajd and relief ~Unds .
Blac~ in America must realize that man'' of these
•
people art our relati'\•es. Like all blacks spread across
the diaspora. we \\·ere separated b)' forces that \\'ere not
1n our conlrol .. Now, " ·i1h the \\'orld 's attention focused
on the Kurds and Eastern Europeans and \\·ith symp~thy
being sho\\'n for the oppressed, \\·e should ad,1 anoe an
•
African agenda. This can be achie'\·ed by su pporling
Af r1Can lobby efforts. Now that \\'e have some influence,
" ·e mu~t do " 'hat " 'e can to help our brothers. sisters and
;cousins i~ Li6eria .
1

'

••

'

Why Love Productions?
A student riding on the shuttle bus prophetically .
exclaimed , ''That 's the ptoblem with most black people
today: l)ley don ' t keep theif money i11 their own
communities.'' ThC Undergraduate Stude11t Assembly,
compris'ed of most of the elec1ed officials on thi s campus. is obv iously among the black people this student
was referring to.
--<
VGSA ·chose to have a non-sludent 'entity, who
brou-ght others from outside the Howard_com munity
" ·ith him. to promote the Spring Black Ari! Festival last
\\·eek . UGSA coordinatoi Murph)1 Bell justified the

'

asse mbly 's actions by saying that the offer made by

7

'

H.U.. H.U. " 'ill be able to ensure a quality experience for

Perspectives

thousands of othe r students who will one day become
alumni of this institution.

' Overpopulation: .Who Cares ? Who Should ?

Views in Brief
After Liberia's War ·

~.....____

Love Productions
ge6us.

\\' as

ftt'ott:

more economically advanta!

This is the same argument that many black people
use to justify spending their money outside their own

communities. Most blacks assert that 1hei< local black

Afonday.

Earth Day M·as celebrated

A few big people making big de.cisions

\Vho should bt conctrntd

can do as much harm as a lot of little
people making little decisions, and vice
versa. In mathematical terms, the impact
of people on their population siz.c times
their affluence. More people always
mean more impact. more affluent people
by definition consume more qr everything. Affluence is what development
seeks to increase, bur affluence itself
increases the per-capita and total environmental. harm that any given population causes, and sets a limit on number
of people " 'ho can enjoy a given standard of living.
In other words. on a finite planet
w1th finite resources. the pizza is only so
big. The more people you invite to the
party. the more slices you have to cut the
pizza into.and the smaller each slice has
to be. And if some to the guests arc
greedy and grab two slices, the problem
gets worse.
This is what ovecpopulation means.
We now have S.3 billion people on this
planet and are adding a quarter of a
million a day. The U.S. and most other
nations, and the world as a whole, arc
already overpopulated. meaning they
are consuming resources at a rate that
cannot be sustained. The populations of
many developing nations will double in
little more than a single generation,
meaning they are not developing at all
bul declining, since they cannot hope to
double their economic base in the same
length of time.
Ul1imately, our world 's existing re sources can support either a smaller,
more affluent population than exists
toda)', or a larger, poorer one-but not a
larger, richer One. It would be nice if
everyone could live like us, but the
earth's resources could not support S.3

about the environment ? Dr. Dtuyl
Domning, associate professor in the
Department of Analomy deals "'ilh
these and several other questions in a
ptrspecti1·e on an issue not discussed
often in the black cCH,111tunity.

businesses are inefficient and offer inferior services.
Thus, they feel warranted when ' they support welleslablished businesses from outside their communities.
Theeco-advocates " ·ill get cold scares
from those who can' t relate to the probSome may argue that the increase in competition
lems of v>'ildlife as long as human life is
offered by outside sources may increase the quality of
endangered in 'the inner cities. Babies
the services of black businesses. Because there are
have Al OS. kids blo"' people a\\·ay with
numerous economic and physical impediments that
Uzis. old folks Jive on steam grates, apd
tynit the possibility of drastic improvements in the
you tell me smog is spoiling the view in
services of these business, this effects of competition are
the Grand Canyon? What pla:~( did
never realized ., Moreover, losing the people who were • you say you live on?
supporting them increases their losses and makes it
When all the bodies were counted. it
more difficult for them to compete and improve .
turned out that environmentalism had
The same applies to WHBC and UGSA. By granting never really been about making the " 'Orld
pretty for tOurist s: it was about making
the contract for lhe picnic to Love Productions, UGSA
the v.•orld safe for poor people. The rich
hindered the economic success ofWHBC. For the radio
al\\'a)'S talked about it the most. but
station to survive. it must earn revenue from productions
when the ship sank. guess " 'ho could
and advertising. Wl-tBC operates on a daily basis,
afford tickets to the lifeboats? Sure, the
'continually incurring cost, and therefore, must ch·arge
jnvestigation finally determined thal
faigher rales than outside agencies.
everyone was partly to blame for the
Members of UGSA questioned why one st udent
sinking: but there "'as never any doubt
organization \\'Ould '1ake advantage of another' b)'
who "·ere the first 10 drown .
charging exorbitant rates \\.'hen both groups receive
So. should we invest tax money in
money , directly and indirectly, from student activities? The Environment or in Development? I
think the answer lies in keeping our eyes
The anS\\'er is si mple. UGSA is a program-oriented
on the co mm on elemen t in both :
organization, with a budget which is much larger than
People 's activities damage the earth,
1hose of all other student organizations. Being programand people also get hurt when the earth
orie111ed, UGSA is expected to spend money. Its survival
is hurt-above all. those closest to the
is not depende11t on its ability 10 make money.
earth, the poor.
We applaud our student leaders for making a deciWhat hurts the environmen t is, in
sion which, al the lime, see med like the most fiscally
every case, decisions made by people.
responsible decision. However, we should give prefThose decisions may reflect the market
erence to the entities within our own University comstrategy of the CEO of some multinamunity over those from without. Just as black comtional corporation. or the survival strategy of a million Sahclian cattle herders.
munities should support the businesses in their communitieS, so should the University support its busi~ess
communit y.
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ERIC SMITH, Alanaging EdiJor

ERIC J. DA. VIS. Editorial Editor

l

sta~c .

of the· Howard faculty doe_s ·not

,show that they are a valued part of the University

•

KEVIN CHAPPELL, Editor-in-Chief

More Than Apples

'In this last comffient on Preside nt Franklyn Jenifer's
Howard. 2000 report, ~e deal ·" ·i1h a segmer'lt of the
University ·lhat is usually thought of las! and least. but
who clearl_y mean the most to the slutlents- the facul1y of
HO\\'~d Unive:rsity.
In his report .. Dr. Jenifer ackno'.l.•Jedges Howar~s f acuity as ''the .larges! contingent
of African-Amer~can scholars in the world.'' Indeed,
·without
them , this institution
.
. would
. not be wha1 it is.
·J'he ,present

Dr. Daryl P. Damning
Associate Professor
Depanmcnl of Anatomy
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Howard 2000_
•

billion people with our standard of living. Some Third World leaders once
saw in any discussion of this simple fact
of life a conspiracy of the haves against
the have-nots, as though the more numerous poor and non-white were accused of being the whole problem. But
1he numerous poor arc not the whole
problem. One average American consumes as much as an entire family of
Bangledeshis or Haitians. Each new
American is therefore a much greater
threat to the pl.inet than each new Haitian.
Who 's the problem? Not just the
poor, but all of us. Who~ is the prob·
lem 1 That of all of us, but first and most
acutely, thal of the poor. So what 's it
going to be? Lot 's more people with
even smaller slices of pizza? (That'sthe
easy decision: do nothing and keep on
the way we 're going.) Or a lot fewer
people with enough of everything to go
around? That will mean persuading the
developed societies to consume no more
than their fair share, and convincing
everyone to have fewer children.
Many organizations exist to help you,
ones like Zero Population Growth ~
Negative Population Growth, Population-Environment Balance, the Population Institute, aild the Population Ref·
erencc Bureau. ZPG , for example, has
declared April 14-21 Ease the Squeeze
Week· not a bad time to stan getting
involved.
But do something. Continued population growth has become synonymous
with the growth of human misery.
Whatever your agenda. this should be
unacceptable to you.

study to be done on faculty salaries with a strategy for
addressing the inequities which currently exist in these
salaries. Furthermore, Dr. Jenifer put his money where
his mouth was when he recommended that a salary
supple ment be· given to faculry recipients of research
grants.
A monlh before Dr.,Jenifer took office last year, he
indicated that he wished for facully to be come "new
partners in the decision-making of Howard University.''
His recommendations reflect this new partnership. They
are just what our faculty needs in a time of budget cuts

cocrimuniJy. Senior professors are forced to share their
already limited office space. They arc told that they
must teach a large number of classe~ while maintain,ing
a research record . Many are taken through the ringer
when it is time to apply for full profe'ssorship or tenure.
To make things worse, these faculty, in many cases, arc
not-paid competitive salaries. Their commitment to the
education of blacks is what keeps man y of them here.
In his Howard 2000report, Dr. Jenifer proposed that
a new governing structure be created involving faculty
in an advisory ~nd consultative role to the administra-

mendations will provide the much needed morale booster
among this vital parr of the Universily communiry.
Finally, these recommendations will add another dimen sion to the circle of decision makers on the campus.
The recomm~ndations regarding faculty in 1hc
Howard 2000 report signify the end of a method .of
decisions from the top only. They portend what will be,
in our opinion, a much healthier University. operating
under the input of all parts of rhe University community.
In the long run, not only will the faculty at Howard

tion and the Board. He als.o called for a comparalive

benefit, but the students
. as well.
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We welcome your
letters and contntents
The Hilltop welcomes your views
OD any public i5SUC . We routinc:ly COO·
dense lc11ers for space. We alsocorrcd
errors of style, spelling and punctuation.

We publish only original faaual
makrial addrc55ed lo UJ. We do DOI
publish poetry or open tc11en.

Faculty and administrators arc encouraged to wrilc and share thclr ideu and innovations .
Sr:•d to:

Utt~

to the Editor
Tb< Hilltop
2217 4tfi St. N.W.

Womlo1tot1, D.C. ZOOS9

,
•

Letters u well as commentaries mu.st be
typed and signed. complete with full addrcu
and ickpbonc number.
The opinioM liJpreUCd oa lbc Editorial
Page or the Hilltop do DOI nec:essariJy reflect
the opinioos of Howard Un.ivenity. its ad.ministration, The Hilltop Board or die ICUdcnl body.
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woman's fault
My awareness of the need for rape
education on this campus began with an

•

appropriate discussion in a journalism

class about ethics. A professor asked
the class whether or not it was ethical
for NBC news to reveal the name of the

rape victim who had been assaulted in
the Kennedy farpily compound in
Florida. Most of the rliembers of the
•

•

Retha Powers

'

•

class-the majority of whom were
women-agreed 1hat because of the

Striving
for unity

So

-woman ...
•

Howard University can be called a
microcosm of society. When looking at
the society of the United States, of which
Howard is a part, one finds a plethora of
ethnic groups, religions, races, and
creeds. At Howard exists persons from
every imaginable background and of an
array of interests, albeit within a common race. As with society, such diversity gives way to much of the disparity
which is so often seen in this country.

made a beeline for the gentleman. bent
on making some impact on his ignorance. What had begun as a discussion
of journalism ethics had revealed deeper,
pervasive attitudes toward women and
rape. One sister said that she had nine
friends who had been victims of date
rape .on Howard 's campus. l knew of
several sexual assaults, one of which
occurred when a friend of mine was
returning from the shower in her dorm
wearing shorts and a tank top and was
pushed into he,r room by two males that
she knew. fortunately, her screams
scared them away. but her body and
sense of security were still violated.

Yaphet Brinson

·, stigma attached to rape, the victim 's
identity should have remained con·
cealed.

Was it her fault 1ha1 this happened.
we asked . Should she have been wearOne of the few m 3les present went on ing a sackcloth while making the trip
to comment that in rape. the 3ttire a from the shower to her dorm room? Did
woman is wearing is a contributing factor the exposed skin mean an invitation to
in the rapist ' s choice to attack . At this rape, as sex involves consent of both
point. the female members of the class parties while rape involves lhe use of
fell silent. This statement had been sex for violence?
made b)' a someone who was very visAfter barraging him with incidents
ible and active on campus. someone r on this campus. our classmate seemed
"''ho was seemingly intelligent and confused and bewildered. ··1 had no
logical. ""
idea,'' he said. ''that it was such a serious
Perhaps were were naive tothink that problem.'' We disbanded soon after he
intellectuals at the ''m·ecca'' would re- adm'i1ted this, somehow relieved that
flect a11itudes towcird sexual assault that his opinions were based more on misinwere different from those of the rest of fonna1ion than in conscious sexism.
society. After a11, the best example of
But I was left knowing that his altithis indifference is Dean Keene's com- tudes were not endemic to him alone . I
ment when a woman was near!~· raped in had heard it all before. ''She asked for it''
Jhe quad. ''It ' s impossible to keep ev- and a whole li st of other excuses that
eryone out," ~e_ said.
,
transfer culpability from the victimizer
After class. I , an~ three 01her "''omen. to 1i)e victim. Aboul a year ago. a judge

in Florida ruled that , a man was not
guilty of rape because his victim, who
was wearjng a miniskirt and a tank top,
had no underwear on at the time of the
attack. How would he b~- ve known this
intimate fact if she had not .. 'CCR raped?
In-the beginning of this Ye'-r, the U.S.
Justice Department released a study that
showed a decline in the number of attempted rapes in the U.S. from 1.3 per
1,000 in 1973 to LO per 1,000 in 1987.
This slight decline was heralded as a
triumph while little attention was paid
to the fact that the number of completed
rapes had remained steady and that only

53 percent Of ra"p,es are reported. Or that the dysfunctional nature of society.
I am aware that there are a lot of men
one in seven college women is raped .
On this campus, while it is admirable (and some women) who are reading
that an escort service has been imple- this, and have misconceptions about
mented, it underscores the fear people rape . They may be more resistant to
ha\ .;; of addressing !he realitie s of rape . change than my male classmate and my
If statistics show that 25 .8 percent o.f words and the facts may not be enough.
rapes are committed by acquaintan ces, My advice to them is: they should rC3d
then an escort service is not the answer. this again and go talk to their mothers,
We must be willing to transfer the shame sisters, and friends. Perhaps they will be
from the victim to the victimizer. We forced 10 fathom rape when it is brought
must be honest in facing the reality that closer to home . Perhaps they can make
even our closest friends can be rapi sts. these individuals understand that rape is
People must be made to understand th at an unprovoked ad of violence. Period.
rape is not ''just sex,·· an d cont ribules to Tl1e 1\·riter is a se11ior in tl1eScl1ool o/C.

Tragic & common:
·An old begining
Smtilck! Smack! Pain shot up my back-side as the man. who I later found
out waS a doctor. slapped m)' rear-en~ . Feeling 1he pain. I could say ~othing.
All I could do was cry and shout . Then . suddenly, the pain. that was the worst
I had ever felt, ended .
There was a lot of noi se in the roon1 . people were a11 around me . I was ·
having problems breathing and as I opened my eyes for the first time and
noticed the disgruntled looks on e\ eryone 's face a nurse grabbe_d my head and
shoved a snorke l up m)' nose to rem ove its contents.
I could oni)' sec hazi l)' out of one C)'e and wha1 I was seeing didn 't look
pleasant. Looking at the operating table . I saw a woman- ffi)' mother. She
didn ' t look like a person. The woman I saw looked more like a zombie. After
going through everything she had just gone through. I was not surprised. Still,
1

.
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,Wlzere should the battle be fought?
District of Columbia Mayor Sharon Pratt Dixon iaisCd important questions when she endorsed distributing
condoms to high school students. What
is the best method to pur~uc when
trying to curb the real -prt)blems of
teen-age pregnancy and _the spread of
IDS? By distributing condoms, have
we, ~ soci~ty, admitted a moral
defcQt? In our effort to combat teen-

dia, which promotes sex, not the home, media, and the availability of condoms
which preaches restraint, is now the will not drive marginally moral teens
institution that shapes social mores.
(o early sexual initiation is to lily the
Having resigned ourselves to defeat foundation for a hedonistic society
on the moral battlefield, we now turn -thatValuesneithcrsexnorcommittcd
our attention to the practical battlefield: relationships. (Why buy the cow
"O.K. We know that we cannot prevent when the milk is Cree?)
you from being sexually active, howThe battle against teen pregnancy
ever, we can prevent you from endan- andthesprcadofAIDSmustbefought
gering your future and your life by on both the moral and the practical
giving you condoms.'' There- is no battlefields. Fbr teens who are bent
•
doubt that condoms, when used prop- on being .sefually active, condoms
Darrell Winston Hill
crly, prevent pregnancYand the spread prevent their misguided and
of AIDS . However, arc we creating a thoughtless actions from destroying
age pregnancy, are we enc?urag1ng
new problem in our attempt tO·addrcss others' lives. For teens who might be
teen-age promiscuitY?1
·
an old on.c? With the most threatening lured into premature sexual activity,
Morality and fear of God arguments consequences of sexual activity ren- parents, preachers, and teachers must
,
'
carry 'very little .weight with teens (as dered null , teens will become more reclaim the moral p&:lium that eduwell as the rest of society). Morality' promiscuous with a ready supply of cates our youth. Righteousness for
that' wM once instilled by- parents in contraceptives available.
- rfgJitCouSliCss sake must be a call that
the home and pastors in.the church is
Is it safe to assume that condoms ishcard,aswcllasheeded. Condoms
now. taught by the media. Should we
will reach only those for whom the fortccnsmustbeatemporarysolution
retrench ourselves-in ~he moral trenches
policy was initiated? Or is it more to a temporary problem. Our aim
that urge righteousness for its own
reasonable to assume that teens who must be to invigorate the self-esteem
sake? Certaiiily not if we want our
would not otherwise be sexually en- and values of our youth, not merely to
message to be heard or, mo're imporgaged, under the inOuence or a media dec;easc teen pregnancy and the
tantly , hee<J.cd. The Big Screen and
that glorifies sex and the ''cool'' dudes spread of AIDS (these are symptoms
Big Daddy Kane have become the
that brag of their sexual prowess o·vcr of a much larger problem). To walpurveyors of teens' socia1 mores to an
thc lunch table, will become more ac- lowandresigninthistemporarymoral
extent that no Bible-thumping, righcor;imoclating to the idea, if not the act, defeat is to startoursclvcson a path of
teousnes.s-for-its-own:sakc-prcaching of se,..x outside the context of a com- stop-gag social remedies that treat
preacher can ever compete with . To . mittcd,, mature relationship? Acccp- the symptoms but never cure the
endorse distributing condoms to high
tancc ir something that all teens strive disease.
$Chools teens is to admit that the mefor, and to assume that peer pressure,

'

,

'

Eric J. Davis
the look on her face was terrifying. She looked as though she had lost all care
while· in her self-encompassing vortex of pain. She looked like a woman.
whose heart beat was not that of a joyous mother, but of a woman who had
just been liberated from the chains of rcsponsibil ity . This look. I later realized,
characterized my brief life .
My mind was clouded and my thoughts incoherent. Li£e was indeed
painful.
.
.
.
I heard the doctors asking one another, ''How long do you think this one is
going to live?'' The other doctor responded, '' It ' s not a matter of how long she
will live, it 's a question of will she wan.I to live.'' Instantly, the doctor that
initiated the conversation stated, ''Yes. America just isn't what it used to be.
Look at this little girl. She weighs less than three pounds. These women

..

I heard the doctors asking one another, ''How
long do you tlti11k iltis one is going to live?"
The other doctor responded, "It's not a matter
of how long site will live, it's a question of
will site want to live.
•
'

"

si"1ply should be put awa)' for doing this to themselves while they arc
pregnant. ''
One of the nurses quickly injected some type of fluid in my arm. Tubes
were placed up my nose that injected air inside my lungs. 1was then removed
from the room and, consequently, separated from my mother. Little did I
know at the time that 1 was never to sec my mother again .
As my mind grew cloudier and cloudier, I wondered were and who my
father was. He probably didn 't care about me . He probably was one of tbedozcns of men who laid on top of my mother and gave her money to help her
support her habit. He could have been one of a dozen men who were
concerned only with themselves. He didn't care to use a condom or exert
. enough self-oontrol not to do what he did with my mother. Those other men
were no better. l could feel them on top of my mother just days ago. How
could they do that to a woman with child?
The other children around me also had tubes stuck up their noses and were
injected with fluids on a daily basis. One by one, as the days passed by, their
bodies fell still like f alien rose petals in a garden. The nurses came and swept
each away like 1he a cold wind . Soon, I knew, I too would fall and be swept
away.
Today was my birthday, and I was born a crack baby.
Ulysses £i·a11s, Jr. co11tribu1ed i11spiratioi1 a1ui ideas to this article.

Thus. it is not unusual to see Howard in
a similar situation where disparity occurs out of diversity, and sometimes
even similarity. In fact, it is a shame
that at a time when so much is being
pressed upon black people (read : racism), there exists animosity which is
prevalent within all sectors of this campus.
First, the most commonly talked
about sector is the grcck fraternities and
sororities. In looking at the history of
many of these organizations, it is not
surprising to sec diversity among them.
In the early 1900's, there was only one
black fraternity and one blaCk sorority.
In the following years, there were prospective members who were either denied ac-ceptance -or- were unimpressed
with what existed and thus founded their
own organizations.
Much of this animosity is still apparent today even in the symbols of
these organizations (i .e. the AKA ·s
symbol is a mouse, while the Delta 's
symbol is an elephant). There now
needs to be a realization that before one
is ''greek'', one is African and that there
needs to be unity among these organizations. Whether or not wearing greek
letters is legitimate is another topic
(considering most black Americans have
European names anyway).
Whai Is evident is that, combined,
these orga,nizations possess an international membership of almost one million
talented black people who.could have a
serious impact on the destiny of bl ack
Americans. These organizations rep' but
resent a powerful building block,
again, too much time is spent throwing
parties and stepping against one anOlher.
Disparity on this campus, however,
should no! be narrowed to only greck .
organizations. Even organizations
which claim to perpetuate unity and
positivity arc often at odds with one
another. It is difficult to understand
why there is more than one black student union on a predominantly black
campus. Although credit must be given
to the accomplishments of all of these
organizations, much more could be
done if there were a collaboration among
these organizations instead of consistently working independent of each
other.
In fact, the rift between thes~organi
zations seems so great that members of
one organization do not even attend the
meetings and functions of other organizations and vice versa. How can one
preach afrocentricity but not participate
in an afroccntric program because some
one else is sponsoring it?
This thought can even be addressed
by the many Muslims of this campus
who arc also at odds with each other. It
is already depressing that ChristiaJlS and
?Viuslirils_Oo_not iigrCe; it is even more
depressing when Muslims and Muslims
do not agree .
Finally, there is always the same old
shouts that are still echoing this campus.
In general, Howard probably has more
social cliques than any other university
in the western hemisphere.
It is ironic that the theme for this
year ' s Residence Hall week was
'' ...Howard and the Community, Partners
in Progress'' yet there arc so few "partners in progress" on the campus.
Hopefully, many of the members of
this campus are going to realize the need
for i Working.unltf-iitstcad of a rhetorical one. Howard has acollection of the
most talented people in this country.
Howard boasts approximately 13,000
graduate and undergraduate students
from all over the United States and
foreign countries.
There are also over 150 campus organizations to boost tllis school. However, there is very little unity. All one
has to do is remember the 'divide and
conquer' strategy Europeans used to
enslave Africans and maybe student~
here will begin to come together.

'
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Health and Human Services reveals new family division
'

New department, •the Administration for Children and Family, seeks to meet the needs of children of the future
government's prime advocate for the
well being of children and families,
Sullivan was concerned with recogniz-

By CHONTELL NELSON
•

'

ing the importance of American adults'
Secretary of the U.S. Department

of-Health and Human Services Louis
W. Sullivan announced last week
the creation of a new operating di-

•

vision. the Administration for Children and Families (ACF), which will
focus on the needs of America 's

youth.
· With the Department of Health
and Human Services as the federal

Pa:rking
tickets·

rcsponsibili1ics to children.

''It is most important to focus on our
nation's committment to helping and
strengthening our children and families.,''
said Sullivan. ''Families are the foundation of our society and the children
are our future. Forging a partnership

with the programs that serve them is, I
believe, long overdue.''
·The new division was established to
the )'ellow line? And, what do you do if
there·s a pole but the sign for it is miss·
ing? '

worry

residents
By SHANIQUA MANNING

If you have ever driven in downtown
D.C., chances are you have experienced
trauma once you finally fight through
traffic and reach your destination. And.
if you reside in an area where parking
spaces are equivalent to gold, you
probably pay a monthly fee to park in a
garage.
With parking lots averaging in price
from $7 to $12 per day in the Washing·
ton area, many drivers.opt to park on the
street. The problem with this is figuring
out where it is permissible to park and
.where it is not.
In addition to figuring out "'here to
park; dealing with the daily fiasco of
parking can be extremely stressful.
For instance, what 'do you do if the
parking meter is broken, and " 'ill you
get a ticket if the rear of your car is over

Unfonunately for those people who
decide to risk it and park in these places,
it could end up being quite costly. And
if you arc one to chance parking in front
of a fire hydrant or risk double parking,
you can easily add a $50 ticket to your
list. But if you get a ticket for parking in
front of a pole wilh a missing traffic
sign, you may want argueihat one in·
court.
Every time you are issued a ticket,
you are given a court date that is 15 days
from the date you received the ticket this is automatic. On the fifteenth day,
the ticket will automatically double if
you ha:ve not paid it.
Greg Lyons. an employee of the D.C.
Department of Motor Vehicles Ticketing Office, urges people to pay their
tickets on time. "'Your best bet is to pay
the ticket when it's due. If you don't,
you'tll end up owing double the amount,
and more than two outstanding tickels
will result in your car being booted,''
said Lyons.
When you reach this point you will
really be pa) ing because not only will
you have to pay the full amount of the
doubled tickets. but you ' II have to pay a
S50 boot fee. a $75 towing fee. and $10
per day for the storage of your car. All
this can be avoided by just paying on
time.''added Lyons.
M

1

resolve the complicated and multi-faceted problems facing children and their
families.
''While l realize full-well that responding to their special needs and finding a solution is not easy; that has not
diminished my commitment to work
toward finding solutions,'' said Sullivan.
The head of the ACF will be Assistant Secretary Jo Anne B. Barnhart.
Initially, she served as the assistant
secretary of the Family Support administration.
Barnhart •s role will be to ensure

that the administralion provides an established base for expanding efforts that
have already begun to hC:lpchildren and
their families.
The administration also plans to
stimulate new concepts to current ideas
and provide easier means of communication for state-to-stale program coordination.
The ACF will work with the Family
Support Administration, the Office of
Human Development Services, as well
'
as the maternal and
child health block
grant from the Public Health Service.

According to press seaetary Dcatra
Barnes, the new administration will
provide more aid to families. "With the
one new office taking over, it will pool
the financial abilities of three offices to
allocalC funds for the many updated
programs."
Some programs being implemented
are Head Start., Job Opportunities. and
Basic Skills. ACF will also offer aid to
families with dependent children, child
support enforcement. adoption assistance, foster care, social services Block
Gran~child care and development Block

Grant. and child abuse programs.
''ACF is currently operational
but there are still many factors
needed to be worked out before
fully implemented," according to
Alice Thomas, execulive seaetary
of ACF. "These are expected to be
concluded within the next four
months," she added.
ACF will have a staff of 2,000
people and an annual budge I of $27
billion and no staff cuts will occur
as a result of lhe mergers.

Networks and newspapers debate
over disclosing r·a pe victims' names
By JUDY KEEN

A supermarket tabloid has published
the identity of the woman who says she
was raped last month at the Kennedy
estate in Palm Beach, Fla., and the story
could set up a court battle over Florida's
law barring publication of the names of
women who say they were sexually as·
saulted.
It also renews a national debate over
whether the news media should publish
or broadcast names of people who say
they were raped.
Tl1e Globe tabloid quotes the 29-year·
old woman extensively - based on
British press reports-saying she would
get even with William Kennedy Smith,
the key suspect in the case.
Smith, 30, a ~edical student and
nephew of Sen. Edward Kennedy, o.
Mass.,denies attacking the woman. No
charges have been filed .
Despite Florida's law, the paper based in Boca Raton, Fla., with a cir·
culation of 1.3 million - printed the
woman's name and her photo Monday
under the headline .. Kennedy Rape Gal
Exposed.•

-

The woman ' s name had not appeared
in' any U.S. publications, but it was
published in England 's Sunday Mirror,
which is owned by British media tycoon
Robert Maxwell. A year ago, Maxwell
almost bought The Globe from a
Montreal firm, but the deal fell through.
''Everyone in the world knows the
victim's identity," said Globe Editor
Wendy Henry. ''Her name and photo
had been published in newspapers and
magazines worldwide."
''The Globe feels in matter5 of ex·
traordinary public interest, our reader5
should also have access to all the facts.
We must also point out I here is no shame
in being the victim of a mugger in the
alley," Henry said.
In recent months, the U.S. media 's
policy of no1 publishing the names of
women who accuse a man of rape has
been severely questioned. The men be·
ing accused usually are named.
''The press is in the midst of a
wrenching internal debate about whether
and, if so, when it should reveal .the
name of a rape victim."' said Floyd
Abrams, a First Amendment lawyer.
Last week, Iowa's Des Moines Reg·
ister won a Pulitzer Prize for stories in

which a rape v1ct1m - Nancy
Ziegenmeyer-allowcd her name to be
used to try to counter the shame victims
often feel.
"We won't name the woman unless
she wants to be named, or her name
becomes such common knowledge thal
not naming her becomes irrelevant,"
said USA TODAY Editor Peter S.
Prichard.
Miami lawyer Angel Castillo Jr., a
former New York Times reporter, said
newspapers' policies barring publication of names of people w'ho say they
were raped are a paternalistic double
standard.
''No one has agonized a lot about
publishing the identity of Mr. Smith,
who is presumed innocent and has not
been charged with a crime." he said.
Barry Bingham Jr .• publisher of
''Fineline, The Newsletter on Journalism Ethics," said journalists' views arc
shifting. but readers would create an
uproar if newspapers began publishing
all the names of women who file sexual
assault charges.
''If I were publisher.of a major news·
paper," be said, .. I would not publish the
name pf this wo~aq without her c-l\n-

sent, unless we had reason to believe
[her story) was a fraud."
Under Florida law, publishing or
broadcasting the "name, address, or other
identifying fact or information" of a
woman who tells police she was raped is
a second-degree misdemeanor. Penalties: a 6().day jail sentence and a $500
fine .
In 1989, the Supreme Court overturned a $97,500 verdicl against a
Jacksonville newspaper that claimed it
inadvertently pub Iished a victim's name.
The decision implied that newspaper5
may be punished for publishing names
obtained legally from court records only
when such publication would violate "a
state interest of the highest order."
The state's attorney's office is reviewing the law and weighing what
action it may take against The Globe.
Many lawyers argue that Florida's
law imposes improper prior restraint on
the press. ''I would advise a newspaper
that it 's probably legally safe in publishing the name. although not certainly,"
said Abrams. ''After th al, it's a question
of journalistic ethics."

'
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Bridging the Gap: Howard student
travels to Kenya on exchange program
BY SABRINA ELLERBE
Hill1op Staff Rcp;>rter

The International Student Exchange
Program (!SEP) broughl Cheryl Hill
one step ck>scr to bridging the gap be1....·cen African-Americans and Africans
at home. This j.unior Economics major
packed her bags and took off last semester for Kenyatta University in
Nairobi. Kenya.

ISEP is an exchange program based
on one-to-one exchanges of Sludcnts

··- -

bet\lo'CCR

institt1tions in the United States

and those in other countries.

Before leaving for Kenya, Hill re\a.11ed she was a little uneasy about
attending the university btcausc of reparts of student protests and general
umcs1 in the country.
Hill ~itted she had anticipated not
having all the comforts, but nothing had
quite prepared her for the realities of
Third World life. '"'There was a blackou!
the first night and v.'e had no sheets to
OO\'er the bed ... I OC\'er had hot water.·•
she said.
Things v.'ere a li ttle bit drastic at firs!
for Hill. but she quickly learned to ad·
just. When asked how she felt to be in
the Mo therland. Hill expressed enthusi·

•

•

asm.
"'Sisterhood and brotherhood were
really strong in Af.r·ica. People took spe·
cial interest. in me because I was of
African descent . The Africans called
me si\tcr. I felt more at home in Africa

J

•

'

than J feel in Che Slates,·• she said.
ingtheirbusinessesandshootingatlhcm ..
Hill recalls this sror}r: "'There was a
Hill contended situations like these
lime when I hadn'1gor.ten any mail from occur because of the role of capitallsm
home yea.. and I had been therc for a in the rountry.
while and I was kind of down and I ran
"Kenya is still neo-colonized. Mosl
into this friend of mine and he asked me of the money which comes into the
v.·hy I looked so upset. I told him I hadn'I ec.onomy is geared towards people who
heard from home and was missing my already make money, not people who
. family and he said, ·well, you know, need money," Hill said .
Cheryl, there arc people ht-re who care
Kenya is a one·party state governed
about you just as much as your family by President Daniel Moi who Slrongly
and to shov.· J'm going to write yoo a opposes democratic reforms . Just re·
letter," and he v.·rotc: me this nice lelter... cently Amnesty International has alleged
Hill also mentioned there wasn't a thathundredsofgovemmcntcriticshave
I
L"I IOJO IV tcEWi1 LEE
langu~e barrier at Kenyatta ...All 1he
been arrested and several to~red in a
(Left) Chris Hanl, leader of the South African ANC' smllitary wing, shouts •Amandela' to the croud.
students I interacted with spoke English crackdown on supporters of democratic
and I had no trouble understanding their reform.
English." she said.
Last summer the country was rocked
Hilf also had to contend with a by pro·democracy demonstrations
drastK:ally ditlerent v.•ay of university .~ whK:h were met by stiff government By D. MALCOLM CARSON
dcn1Assembly (UGSA ~and the Howard a position of weakness and away from
life. The studcnl populalion was almost repression . Scori:sof Kenyan proteSlors
University Student Association the people,.. be said.
exclusively the cream of the crop of the were killed and several important lead(HUSA).
"Our polit~al prisoners arc still in
intellectualelitc in Kenya. Al1houghthc ers detained or forced into exile .
Damu Smith, Co-Coordinator of the prison ; oor comrades ·arc still on death
univerity facilities v.·ere designed to
The U.S. Congress temporarily sus.
Calling HO\\-•ard " a university whose African-AmerK-an Network, moderated row . . . Negotiations must end in a
accomodate 3000 students. some 8.000 pended aid to the Kenyan government support and solidarity we've always the program. Because the South African victory for the people, not some silly
Sludents attended. Some classes had as in response to the human rights abuses. felt,·· Chris Hani, chief of the military situation had been pushed into lhe compromises." he said.
•
many as 300 students packed into a
Despite the popular notion that there wing of the AfrK-an National Congress background by the recent events in the
Hani addrcsseJ the issue of the aJ.
lecibre room.
exiSI vaSI differences t?ctween African- (ANCh Umkhonto We Sizwe,calledon Persian Gulf. Smith hoped to use this legedly black·on-black violence cur- you made sure you got to class on Americans and Africans, Hill said there Howard University Monda)' night to opportunity to ';bring to the forefront rently plaguing the black townships of
lime or you wouldn·t get a scat ... Hill v.•ere not that many . Among the differ· continue the straggle for economic the crisis that exists in South AfrK-a ...
South Africa. "We dismiss the perccP"'
cnces Hill did point out v.'e.re thal sanctions agaipst the apartheid regime .
said.
"'Black people in South Africa are tion that the violence is black·on·black;
According to Hani, the recent lifting still dying daily because of the bratal lhe visible face is black, but behind that
' Hill spoke at length aboul the politi· .. Ken)'aRS put more empha.$iS on rcli·
cal si1ua1ion jn Kenya. ··1 think the gion and.family .·•
of sanctions against South Africa by the and racist polices of the apartheid re· face are the forces of the State,.. he said.
Those images of Africans in Kente European Economic Community (EEC) gime," he said .
president is a dictator. He ordered the
The ANC leader expressed the firm
•
military to remove hawkCrs (vendors] cloch and traditional dress were very , showed-the governments of th~ North
Hani, who is also a member of the desire of his organization to form an
from the street.·• she 5aid.
feW and far · bctv.•een. '"The Africans AmerJca and Europe never actually ANC's National Executive Committee, anti-apanheidcoal ition whiqi would go
•
She said Ibis was accomplished in· a v.'car Western clothes just like us." Hill supported sanctions and only adopted described the current situation in South beyond the traditional alliance between
brutal fashion with the military bulldoz- said.
them because of masS> pressure from Africa while addressing issues of ne· the ANC, lhe Council of South African
~erall. Hill bclieve.s the exchange
students and workers.
gotiations, violence, and uni!y.
Trade Unions (Cosa lu~ the South Af.
program was a great experience for her.
"That's v.·hy we arc appealing to )'Ou .
Justifying the position of the ANC rican Communist Party, and 1he Mass
With her visit lo Kenya she has a new brothers and sisters. not to allov.· the on negotiatio ns. Hani asserted that "any Democratic Movement to include the
understanding of people and cullure. Bush administration to lift sanct ions;· revolutionary movement does sit down Pan·African CQf'gress (PAC), tbe
She recf:?mmends the lSEP program lo he said.
and talk to see if there are any poSsibilittes Azanian People's~ .rganization (A zap<>).
The program, held at Blackbum for a negotiated setllement . ''
other students interested in travelling
and all civic, cha "Ch, and homeland
Center Ballroom, was sponsOred by the
abroad .
But, unfortunately, the ANC has goc leaders who stand abainSI apartheid.
She suggests students interested in communily·based African·American found the apartheid regime 10 be dedi·
"We want to build a united front of
the exchange program study t~ his1ory Network, the Graduate Student As- cated to negotiating in good faith. ''The all those forces which arc anti-apart·
of the coun1ry before embarking on their sembly (GSA), the Undergraduate Stu- regime v.•ants the ANC 10 negotiate from he id," he said.
journey .

-

Hani calls for continued sanctions
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, Cheryl Hill stands with a member of Kenya's Maasal tribe.
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Hall

continued from page A 1

continued from page Al

gets under which the)' operate. Whet-

fashion show. If there had not been a ·
stone added.
fashion show then it would not have
··we spend a lot of monc)' redecoratbeen worth six dollars,·· said sophomore
ing, not only in the hallwa)'S. but often
Camesha Everett: 31 finance major.
times when we go into the apartments.
Many students were also upset that
we find there has been destruction in the
the sta"ff members of Residence Life and
rooms as y,•ell."
Student Affairs had a free invilalion to
''The more destruction Y.'C ha\'C the the dinner.
more money it is gonna cost to maintain
''Staff were expected to be there. so
the place and tha~ , can be a factor in \.\'e provided them with that (the free
increasing the rent.~' said Whetstone.
invitation}. In terms of students other
The expense for constructing the than honorees. we ~·ould love for them
Towers was more than $46 million. It is. to have come, but we just couldn't-afby District of Columbia law. considered ford it:· said Keene .
a dormitory .
''There were tab Les empty, with food
Students complain about the facilit)' piled up on the tables. Nobody \.\'anted
not being "-'Orth the &oncy they spend to pay the six dollars to go to the banwithout realizing that there is a mortgage quet.'' said Evcrett. 1commenting on the
to be paid, salaries. and operating costs. fact that there were at least lhirty empty
Whetstone said.
scats at the banquet.
Latasha Tomlin. a ~ophomore ma''Space was our main concern. For
joring in Enginceri(lg. has lived in the the first tin1e in three or four )'Cars we
Howard Plaza fqr more than a )'ear. She had empty seats at the banquCI. We
is planning to mo\'e out in Ma~'· ''I think expected those sealS to be filled and at
\.\'e pay too much mane)· for the ser\' ice the last minute we received our receipts
we get . The securit~· emplo)•es are un- from ticket sales sho\.\' ing that \.\'e .,.,.ould
professional. the \.\'alls are too thin and.ii have empt)' scats.·· said Keene. in refer\.\'as built too fast." she said.
ence to the empty scats al the banquet
not being offered to persons in the surrounding communil)'·
''I think since it" as Residence Hall
Week. it should ha\'C been residence
hall free. ·· said senior Benjamin Issac.
Sur,·eying the entire week. Keene
ontinued from page A 1
said ··we (Residence Life] arc al\.\·ays
Marvin Whetstone, director of resi- open to suggestions. We haven 't cordential services at the Plaza. said that nered all of the \.\·isdom, yet .··
''inflation·· has made operating cost more
expensive, and ide11tifies vandalism and
des_truction of the building as a big part
of the expense .
co11ti11ued from page A I
When asked if he felt that the plaza
\.\' 3S affordable, he said ··Yes. I think
Until recently, he \.\'as \.\·orking out of
so." He added that ''it (the plaza) is in
close proximity to the school. has state his apartment in the West Towers. \.\'here
of {he art equiptment. and state of the art a haircut seemed like something out of
an old gangster movie. and Armstead
securitr,."
EveJ\ though the plaza is in close the gangster. In an otherwi~ totally
proximity. students said tht thC)' are fed dark apanment. customers recei,•ed their
up with the Plaza structure. ··The)' sa)' it cuts under a beaming lighl in the hallis an Apartmen1 building. but the)' treat \.\·ay. It lookejf more like a torture room
it . .like a dorm. but then if they are going than a barbershop.
to treat it like a dorm the)' the)' should
Armstead sa)'S that though some
have a dorm fee.·· said sophomore James people complai11ed cif the heat under the
McNeal who said he is ··h.10,•ing at the 1hird degree light. he can onl)' rememend of this month ,··
ber 011e v.·ho " 'asn ' t sat i!!>fied . ''Th is forMany residents identified e11\ iron- eign guy. I cut his l1air one way. and
ment, security, the hot , water and man- after I '''as dor1e he decided he " ·anted it
agement as problems also. and con tin ue another \.\'ay . I told l1in1 that I had cut a
to look for altern3tive housi11g before particular Sl)•le , and for him to get the
th( April 30th re-applica1ion deadline.
s1yle he \.\'anted. he " ·ould have to grow

l

•

Rent

Cut

Graduate
continued from page A I
And regret they may .
According to Janice Thomas. the
Director of the BachclorofSocial'}Nork
Program, approximately 75% of her
graduates go to work. while 25% go on
to pursue a higher degree.
''Last )'ear. eight graduates successfully completed the program:· Thon1as
said. ··ou1 of those eight, four found
jobs in their fields and the other four
went to grad school ."
HO\.\'ever, in spite of her disappointment, Gayle is determined to make an
impact by utilizing the knowledge and
experience she has gained .
Hailing from the Big Apple. Ga)•le
began working \.\'ith juvenile dcl inquenls
while enrolled in New York City Technical College in Brookl) n. It \.\'as here
that Ga)•le discovered her lo\'e for
children and her need to help those less
fortunate than herself.
''I \.\'orkcd with sexual!)' abused children. and I worked with children who
\.\'e re on probation.'' Ga)•le said. ·· A lot
of the kinds out here do not have the
support like liiad from my parents. I
believe that ifl did not have that support
I \.\'Ouldn 't have a positive attitude.··
Upon completing a t\.\·o-year program in Human Scr\•iccs. Ga)·le kne\.\'
that social \1:ork \.\'as her calling.
After son1e thought, n1uch ad\•ice.
and a fe\.\' phone calls. Ga)•le decided
that HO\.\'ard Universi.t)' \.\'Ould be the
place \.\'here she \.\'Ould continue to pur1
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sue her dreams.
lbomas, who later taught Gayle, says
that Gayle is a highly creative student
that has endless amounts of energy.
''She's enthusiastiC,lively, energetic,
and hard working," Thomas said. ..I
thi.i1k she encouraged and influenced
other students to enter the program."
While interviewing Gayle, I could
sense.her commitment to making a difference in the lives of young children.
"I'm going lo take my BSW and put
it into a little bit of law, ahd l'mgoing 10
work wilh juveniles lo advocate as well
as support them," Gayle said.
Thus far, Park.er has received several
job offers in her major field. One of
those job offers would slart her ·off at
$30,000-not bad for a beginne~.
Yel, Ga)•le has.other plans. ~he will
obtain a dual-degree in social Work and
law .
What will she do then?

Gayle has been kept busy by doing
an internship at the Washington Urban
League People In Need of Supervision

(PINS) Center, where she is working
along with individuals and from Catholic University and the University of
Mar)'land who are seeking their master
degrees-remember, Gayle hasn '1 even
graduated )'Ct.
"'Where l work, we all perform the
same duties," Gayle said.
According to Gayle, Howard's
Bachelor of Social Work Program is
equivalent lo other school's Master of
Social Work Program .

some hair real quick . He was disap- can pull in up to S250 on a weekend. ''It
poi11ted, but I had l1is five ."
got to a point where I had so much
Armstead has come a long \.\'ay from clie11tele, !hat I hired some girls to acl as
the first time l1e a1ten1pted to cut l1is hair. <>ecretarics and answer phones.•• he said .
''After I put one nick in tl1e t<Jp, ar1d t"·o
At an average speed of twenty minon the sides. I decided to ju!!>t cut it utes. Miller is the quickest of the student
bald.'' he said. No\.\', ho\.\·ever. people barbers. He prides himself on his ability
respect his cuts enough to come b)' at all to cut all grades of hair. "That's the one
times of day . ··\Vhen ) ou ha\·e a hard thing that distinguishes me from a lot of
test. a last minute customer can cause stude11t barbers," he said . '' l can cut that
problen1s. but you need the n1011ey ."
real fine. curly hair.··
Jefferson has o\·ercon1e the problem
All of the barbers agree that some
by scheduli11g regular l1ours . Lance heads are harder to cut than others, but
h.1iller. a junior math n1ajor. only cuts Armstead says that some people are
hair on "eek.ends.
ridiculous. ''Some are harder because
··f rida)'S are packed i 11 here:· h~ said . • some brothers don't take care of their
He has to put a list on his door in Slo\.\'e hair.''
Hall to keep the customers in order.
But there will alwa)'S be someone out
''l got here freshman year and opened there to cut hair as long as there is
up shop,·· says h.-1 ii ler. Si 11ct he does not money to be nJade . Until the day of the
advertise, all of his custon1ers J1a,·e con1e outrageous ''Dr. J'' afro returns, brothby \.\'Ord-of-n1outh. •• J've built a reputa- ers will keep cutting fades and getting
tion up since freshman year:· No"' he paid.

Exchange
continued from page 2
"What's it like to be a minority?"
He said. "A Jot of people were angry
at lhe fact that thiS white guy was in
charge. Racism was a major issue."
Joseph Gibbs. a freshman business
major from Memphis,Tenessce, was in
attendace for the seminar.
"In general terms, African-Americans are minorities," said Gibbs.
"However, since he's on Howard's
campus, he is the minority ahd he had a
right to host the program."
Rather than running from those attitudes, DeVargas felt a need to meet
them head on and communicate with the
students.
''Nothing is more devastating than
silence.·· said DeVargas.
When he first arrived. the university
assigned him housing in the School of
Divinity. While peaceful and tranquil,
De Vargas said he felt cut off from the
rest of the university.
DeVargas wanted to be in an environment where there was a lot of excitement and energy . Freshman. to him.
possess this encrg"y more than an)' other
cla~. He asked to be moved to Drew
Hall. a dormitory for freshman males.
''In the beginning it was very nice.
then this guy came into my room and
called me a demon because I am \.\'hite :·
he said.
According to DeVargas; however.
the experience and .others like it are
necessary in order to trul~' understand
racism .
''Besides, I didn ' t come here to be
protected. I came here 10 be challenged.··

he added.
Cassandra Matthe\.\'S, a sophomore

School
continued from page Al
s1uden1s prefer the first session. Berry
said that students are asked to fill out the
questionnaire because ''We're serious
about improving the summer school.··
Using Math as an example . she said.
''We may offer five sections of elementary functions in the first session and
three sections i11 the second session.
Berry said that some classes are divided into two sections and the first part
is offered in the first session and the
second part is offered in the second
session.
Berry said that there are prese11tly
250 lo 300 courses per summer. Berry
said that the School of Con1inuing
Education is constantly trying to encourage the various schools to expand
not only the number of courses. but tl1e

political _science major who lives in
Meridian, said she was impressed with
De Vargas· positive and open mind.
''He blends in so well with otbers and
he's done a good job as G.A., even
though some people have done their
best to make him feel uncomfortable,"
said Matthews.
Again in an attempl to strengthen his
tics with the African-American community, De Vargas realized there were
differenlfacets of their religion and attended a meeting of the Nation of Islam.
''The nation asked me why I came,

Once I told them, they shook my hand
and said they wished more whites were
Ii.kc me . I was very moved and I still
keep in toucli with them," said DeVargas.
Reflecting on the real reason he was
here, DeVargas said he also found
Howard academics to be challenging.
I've taken my best classes in the
Graduate School of Divinity," says
De Vargas . '·Also, my African-American
philosophy classes were excellent. I've
learned so much about the struggle [of
African-Americans J. ''
While at Howard, DeVargas also
participated in extracurricular activities,
including the University Choir.
Dr. J. Weldon Norris, director of
University Choirs, described him as a
talented musician. irregardless of color.
"He is extremely professional and
he's ver)' proud to be in the chior," said
Norris. "When he lritroduces himseU to
the audience, he alwa)'S sa)'S how proud
he ls to attend Howard University_" ..- ·
De Vargas said he will never forget
his experiences at Howard University,
and one day he hopes to publish a book.
about all of them .
·· 1 spcnl the two greatest years of m.y
life 'at Howard . I' ll go back to Sw.itzerla11d with fantastic lesson to share,"
he saict

types also.

.

From April 23 lo May 20, the DISC
reservation system will be in effect.
Thi s is when students can reserve space
in classes by phone . On site reservation
for the first session is May 21 and 22
with classes beginning on the 23. Berry
says 1hat there is no deferredwayment
program for summer sessions, S01llany
students wait until the last minute to
register. Ho\.\·ever, there is a late registrati on fee determined by the Bursar
that ranges from S235 to $50.
Berry said that tl1ere is financial aid
available for summer sessions, but it is
handled by the same offices that handle
aid fo r the regular school year.
Registration materials and further
i11formation can be found in the School
of Continuing Education which is located on the f..·fain Campus next to
Douglass Hall .

•
•

Consider This:

-

Overseas Travel

f'

Language Training

\

- ...J

•
•

Living Expenses
•

Medical and Dental Care..

•
•

Student Loaqs
•

•

•
I

CALL ·rHE WASHIN1;·roN. I>C RECRUITIN(;
OFt' ICE AT 1·800-424-8580 EXT. 2226 OR
202-606-3940 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE
TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE!
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Fashions
ailed to
'Allure'
students
•

By TARRYN NOLE
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The stage was set with lighted

steps. and Cramlon Audi1orium \\'as
pitch black while the audk:ncc waited
in silence for the 199 l Spring Black
Arts Festival Fashion Show tQbcgin.
This years show entitl!!d "Allure··

Male models wore the latest In suits.

centered itself around themes of
seduction. bare essentials, forbidden fruit and ctemily. ''Tcmplation

Entered The Garden·• was the concept of the show.
Paranomia Revisited Y.'as the first scene in which the curtain rose
and the show began y.•jth sixties St)·lc wigs. plastic and sil\'Cr spageaged clo1hing, a"d Jots of black.
Three stairways were lit with shades of pink and yellow while the
first three models pointed flashlights at the crowd in a S)'nchronized
fashion.
The speakers blared club music unti.I the second scene. That T)'pe
of Guy. L.L. Cool 1·s song. ''I'm That Type of Gu)'., came on full
force as models Vernon Bates and Arville Brock-Smith. among
others, modeled colored rayon suits and bright tics.
The crowd applauded as scene four, Seduction. began. The models
ascended from the floor. Four men were on their knees, clad in silk.
with two females 'Standing behind them with dog chains attached to
each male. ''It w.as very professional, especially for a College
production," according to Taylor Latham. freshman Financ.c major.
The scene, Bare 'Essentials. left the women in the audience screaming

I

for more and most of the men booing . The male models paraded in bikini
s"''im"''car to Madonna's ''Jus1ify My Love ."
Models Audrey Batis. Dori Bolton. Tracey Mc Peak. and Libra Riley
strutted in black jumpsuits, fanning colored silk scarves in the scene
''Bejeweled.··
Although the show was well-organized. according to several members
of the audience. the theatre only held a small crowd and neither the 8:00
or 10:00 p.m. show tickets were sold out.
•
·'Jt was a good show and a Jot of people put in a lot of effort," said
Audrey Batts, a model in the show . "'It's ashame that it wasn'tsupported
b)' the Howard University campus. It "'' IS vcr)' disappointing."
The show came to a disappointing close "'·ith the scene E:tcrnity. All
the models finished in sequins, suits and evening wear. The scene ended
abruptl)' and left the crOY.'d Y.'ondering ''Is it over?''
\Vhcn compared to previous fashion shows. junior Public Relatiops
major L)·nctte Ha\'is said. ·•1 enjo)·ed the fashions this year, and it was
a nice change to see new faces in the show . The shows have always been
crca1ivc and different. That's why l Ir)' never to miss one."'

•

'
•

Nikki Wllllams models a reveallng black dress.

•

Students quench thirst naturalljT
T1te Water Cmnpam;:
A splnslz with shtdents

•

__,....

•

By LAURA JAMES

,

Hilltop Staff Reportflf

•

Bottled water consumption has
doubled since 1984, and students at
Howard University, as they stepi
toward health conciousness, are
beginning to drink bottled water
opposed to tap water.because:

• An 1986 Amendment of the
Stars: Lisa C. Arrlndell, T.C. Carson, and Afrlka Baby Bam.

Tempoflash!

New film: Livin' Large
By LISA M. MILLER
Hilltop Staff Reporter

,

Li11;,, • Lc1rge is the comedy ab6ut
Dexter Jackson. pla)'ed by T.C. CarSon,
who is a you{lg black student at the Ajax
-School of broadcasting.
'
He gets the ·scoop of a life time that
lands him a job at a local affttiate station.
an'd thc film is about the man)' trials and
tribulations of Dexter as he c}imbs the
ladder ·of success.

Musical rh}'thn1s fe;11urcd in the film
arc b)' the hip-h op group, Jungle
Brothers, le.d b)' Afrika Bab)' Ban1.
The filnl" \\'<IS Shot on location in
Atlanta, GcOrgia and it is scheduled for
domestic release this su111mcr by the
Samuel GoldY.')'11 Con1p:lrl)'.
Michael Schultz directed the filn1
from the original script written by
William MoslC)' Pa}·ne.
Schultz has been affili<1tcd \Vilh the
films Krush Grove. C<1r Wash, and

CoolcY. High.

.

Federal Safe Drinking Water Act
banned the use of lead or lead
contai ning substances in drinking
water lines.
- Although our bodies have no use
for lead, about 20 percent of exposure
to lead comes from drinking water.
- The Distrid of Columbia is still
using lead piping in the public water
supply systems.
Donald Jean and Roger Collymore,
both juniors and Accounting majors
in the School of Business are meeting
the needs of the people by providing
natural spring water for all Howard
University students and the
surrounding communities.
The Water Company delivers
natural spring water d~' ·lo-door on a
weekl)' basis. The cost of the water is
$1.00 per gallon and there is no
minimum to the number of gallons

Student entrepreneurs Donald Jean and Roger Collymore dellverlng their water.
that you can buy.
Jean, a former employee of the
Environmental Protection Agency in the
Office of Drinking Water, states about
the water that ''it's the ,best water you
can drink." The water is 100% natural
taken from springs located in Madison.
Virginia and bottled by the Madison
Plantation Company.
It is required by law that water
companies print Only the levels of
sodium detected in the water but, The

see COMPANY, page 62

Lead a major pro~le1n in D.C. water
By NATALIE FOSTER
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Docs your water look grey? Docs
your white laundry appear dingy even
after you use bleach? IF so you, could
have lead in your pipes. _,
Many Howard students con1plain
about having itching skin after taking

showers and notice a difference in the
water in \Vashington as compared to
the water in their home-states.
•
Patrice Monroe, a junior
con1n1unications student at Howard
University, said, ''lt(the water) makes
you itch and you feel like there is a
film left over your body." She also

see LEAD, page 62

.The art of trying to meet that someone special at Howard University

•

people arc ''more in-tune 10 what you
are doing." At a club )'OU may find that
you do not have a lot in common with a
person.
Kcnny-Pttul Berrick .igrccs with
Gutham that ' the library is a great place
to meet people because ''people seem
more co11gcnial. and it is easier to
approach son1conc in the lib·rary th:1n a
club.'' Bui. he docs feel that certain
clubs such as Anastasia ns do have a nice
environment which can be helpful \\'hen
)'Ou r arc trying to n1cel son1eonc.
Caesar Howell, a senior majoring in
Chcn1istry. feels that the only downfall
to meeting SC!mconc in a club is that

By SHAU NORA MCDONALD

•

•

•

comntented Altl1onder Thompson , a
·· ·
. junior Philosoplt)' major . Thompson
Hilltop Staff Reporter
· ··
believCd you c:1n meel Son1eune special
.. .
,
·_
·. .
_
almost anywhere . '' Freshmen year the
· ~ost ~pie feel there is som~body . _. cafeteria wa~ tl1e pl;1ce .''
· foreverybOdy. You rriay not nteet them
· : ., today Or eye fl tO~OJrow, but if you are
According It> Jen nifer Gutl1am, who
. · lf.!cky you will mee t tht;m ope Clay and- is a sophomore majoring i11 Educat ion,
from that mo~e nt on·, you Wtll. n~ver be you cannot nteet a n1an just an)·where .
.apart .
Gutham feels it is l1 arder lo nteet
_ Of course., this is a cliChe, but many' someone jn a club, because cl11bs are
-.
people do Choose· to follow it. The only ''shallow, and n1ore like a n1eat ntarket.''
· ~ ques1:io11 Whlch·renlain$ unanswCred is
Gutham fell the c hurch and tl1e library
. . . ..
.
where ..can you meet that special where good places to meet someone .
someorie'?Gutham stated that the library in
''There 1s no particular place," particular was a good place because

'

..

.

•

'

.

..

.<

•

'

' .

.

''they expect you to spend money on
them," and Howe ll feels that clubs are
''superficial.''
''The best place to meet someone is
in class," slated Jennifer Edwards, who
is a sophon1ore majoring in political
science. She has met people in clubs
and the relationships have not worked
out because ''you do not see those people
regularly .''
Edwards also feels that another place
to nlect people is in passing- during
school. '' If )'OU Y.'anna meet someone
y~u should go up to them and meet
them .''

•

•

•

•
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4:30, 7, 9:30. 11 :30' .
-The Grif1crs (R) Fri.-Sun. 2: 10. 4:20.
7: 10, 9:20. 11 :25'.
•
-Perfectly Normal (R) Fri.-Sun. 2:25,
4:40, 7:25. 9:40, 11 :45'.
- Judou (NR)Fri.-Sun. 2:20. 4:45, 7:20.
9:25. 11 :20'.
-Iron And Silk (NR) Fri.-Sun. 2:30, 5,
7:30. 9:45, 11 :30~.
I

-Mortal Thoughts (R) Fri.-Sun. 2,
4:30. 7. 9:30.11:50'.
All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.
•Late show Fri. and Sat . .only.

All shows before 6 p.m. ~3.25.
•Late shows Fri . and Sat. only.

-Dances With Wolves (PG-13) .7:45.
Sat. and Sun. 1:15, 4:30, 7:45.
-Silence Of The Lambs (R) 7. 9:30.

WASHINGTON MOVIES:

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE WEST.
END 5-7
23rd and M streets NW (202) 452-9020

Sat. and Sun. 2, 4 :40. 7, 9:30.

CINEPLEX ODEON CIR CLE
JENIFER
5252 Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 2445703

AMC UNION STATI6N 9
Union Station (2o;!) 842-3751
•

-Toy Soldiers (R) Fri.-Sun. 1, 4:to•,

7. 9:30.
-Sile nce of 1he lambs (R) Fri. and Sat.

-Once Around (R) 71!9:30. Sat. and

I, 4•, 7, 9:40. Sun. 1, 4•, 7, 9:30.

Sun. 2. 4 :30, 7, 9:30.

-Nasty Gfrl (R) 7:15, 9:45. Sat. and
Sun. 2:15, 4:45, 7:\5, 9:45.
All shows all times Sl.

.-A Kiss Before Dying (R) Fri. and Sat.
I :20, 4;'4 0•. 7:20. 9:50. Sun. 1:20.
4:40•' 7:20, 9:40.
-Mor1al Thoughts (R) Fri. and Sat.

-New Jack City (R) 7: 10. 9:40. Sat.
and Sun. 2:10. 4:50, 7:10, 9:40.
Sat. and Sun. all shows before 6 p.m.
$3.25.
•
CINEPLEX ODEON WISCONS IN
AVENUE CINEMAS
4000 Wisconsin Ave. NW (202) 2440880

.,

-Oscar (PG) No Passes. Fri.-Sun. 2.

CIN EPLEX ODEON CIRCLE
MACARTHUR
4859 MacArthur Blvd. NW (202) 3371700

1:30, 5:10', 7:40, 10:10. Sun. 1:30,
' .
5:10'. 7:40, 10.
-Defendi ng Your Life (PG) Fri. and
Sat.1:30,4:50'. 7:30, 10:10. Sun. 1:30i
.., 4:50•. 7:30. 10.

-Out For Justice (R) Fri. and Sat. I :50.

-Dances With Wolves (PG-13) 7:45.

S:to•. 7:50, 10:10. ·Sun. 1:50. 5:to•.

Sat. and Sun. 1: 15, 4:30, 7:45.
-Object of Beauty (R) 7, 9:30. Sat. and

7:40, 10.
-Oscar (PG) Fri. and Sat. 1:40, 5'.

Sun. 2. 4:30, 7. 9:30.

4:30. 7, 9:30, 12'.
-Defending Your Life (PG) Fri.-Sun.
2:05, 4:35, 7:05, 9:35. 12'.
-A Kiss Before Dying,(R) No Passes.
Fri .-Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40, 12•.
•

Sun. 2:05, 5, 8, 11 • .

-Out Of Justice (R) 5:55, 7:55, 9:55,
11 :55'. Sat. and Sun. 3:55,5:55, 7:55,
9:55. 11:55'.
-The Five Heartbeats (R) 4:40, 7:10,
9 :30, 12•. Sat. and Sun. 2:10, 4 :40,
7: IO. 9:30, 12'.
- New Jack City (R) 5:30. 7:40, 9:50,
12•. Sat. and Sun. 3:20. 5:30. 7:40,

9:50, 12'.
- The Marrying Man (R) 4:45, 7:05,
11 :30' . Sat. and Sun. 2:25,4:45, 7:05.
Fri .-Sun .

-Silence of The Lambs (R) Fri.-Sun .

7:25, 9:35, 11 :40• . Sat. and Sun. 3:05 .

2:20. 4:50. •7:20, 9:50. 12:10' .

5:15. 7:25. 9:35, 11:40'.

-Class Action (R)

-Sleeping With the Enemy (R)Fri. and

Sat. and Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10. 9:40.

4:55. 7:25. 9:55,12:10'.

All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25.

All shows before 6 p.m. $3.25 .
•Late show Fri . and Sat. only.

1:10,

-Oscar (PG) 4:50, 7:15, 9:40, 12:05 '.
Sat. and Sun. 2:25, 4:50, 7:15, 9:~0.
12:05 ' .
- Toy Soliders (R) 5, 8, 11 '. Sat. and

- King of New York (R)

Fri .-Sun. 2:25,

Fri. -Sun. First matinee $2.50.
•Late show Fri. and Sat. only

4:20', 7:10, 9:40.
-Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II (PG)

CINEPLEX ODEON CIRCLE WEST

K-B STUDIO
4600 Wisconsin Ave .. NW (202) 686·

Fri. and Sat . 1: IO, 4:30"', 7:20. 9:30.

END 1-4

1700

Sun. 1:10,4:30'. 7:20. 9:30.

23rd and L streets NW (202) 293-3152

•Twilight show all seats $3.50.
Fri .-Sun: 2:15. 4:45, 7:15, 9 :45. 12• .
-The Five Heartbeats (R) Fri .-Sun .

2:10, 4:40. 7:10. 9:40, 12'.
-Toy 'Soldiers (R) No Passes. Fri .-

Sun. 2:05, 4,:35, 7:05, 9:35, 11 :50'.

.-Comfort of Strangers (R) Fri.-Sun. 2.

'

-The Godfather Ill (R) 5:25, 8:35. Sat
and Sun. 2: 15, 5:25. 8:35.

-Mortal Thoughts (R) 5. 7: 15, 9:30,
11 :45'. Sat. and Sun. 2:45, 5, 7:15,
9:30. 11 :45'.
-Silence Of The Lambs(R)4:40, 7:10,
9:50, 12:10*. Sat. and Sun. 2:10, 4:40,

•

-G host (R) 4:40, 7: 10. 9:40. Sat. and
Sun. 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40.
-Greencard (PG-13) 5:05, 7:25, 9:45.
Sat. and Sun. 2:45, 5:05. 7:25, 9:45.
All shows Sl .75 all times.

'

•

cups of water per day to help balance out
the loss .
Ordering water from The Waler
Company instead of purchasing it in
contit1ued fro1n page Bl supermarkets has it's benefits according
to Je an. Number one is cost- you can
Madison Plantation Company labels save an average of .SO to .75 cents per
each bottle with a list of all the contents gallons. and with today 's econom y e\'ery
and their tbvels. This allows the bit helps.
consumer to know exactly what he or
Secondly. the water is delivered to
she is drinking.
you. therefore you no longer have to
According to recent research , leave the comfort of your home to
drinking water hasproven to be beneficial purchase spring water . For those
to your health . The lxxly uses as much . students that will be remaining in the
as ten cups of water per day just to District throughout the summer, The
function normally . It is recommended Wate r Company will be del iveri11g water
that thC average person drink six to eight during those hot months.,

Summer Storage_
Made Easy!

Company

I

- -------- -----·--- ·•

'

'

•·

.. ,

__

Pick -Up & Delivery ServiJe
in Locked Individual Units
(Please reserve NOW!)
Or just bring your things to our facility
175 R St. NE (Just off North Capitol St.)

Washinglon , DC

-

·-····-- ··•

•

-- ·----·-----·-------

SUNRISE
\AFRICAN
GI F"l' SHOP ~

•

WE'VE JUST HIRED
SOME EXCEPI'IONAL TALENT.

•
641 FLORIDA AVENUE , N.W.
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20001
(202) 797-7753

''The Cultural
Education Center''

LISA .BRICKELL
REGINA DAVIS ,
ROSLYN HOPKINS
· NIGEL LUKE

'

I

•

Mc1 & V<i . Reside11ts Call: (202) 797 .7753 ,

I

II

•

The Travelers·is proud to announce that the students listed above
will be joining us as new employees this year.
Whether in information systems, employee benefits, operations
management, tele~ommunications, finance, actuarial or one of
our many other e;ntry-level positions or training programs, we look
forward to the oontributions the~e talented people will make to
our business.
•

I

'

We'd like to thank all of you who interviewed with us. And we wish
the best of luck to all of this year's graduates.

I'

TheTraveler$J

•

You're better olTunder the Umbrella.

i

..
•

,

•

© 1991 The Travelers Companies, Hanford, Connecticut.

1

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

-----,

'

fJC)OKS - GIFTS
Al~ RICAN CLOTHING
/(} o/o </i,count to General Public
15 °10 di,.:1111r11 to all .s·rudents "''ith l.D.

'

CLIFfON ROBERTSON

'

582!...1117

Mon. - Sat. 8 :30 - 6

•

,

20002

I

•

l

contamination is more than the body
can relieve. it can cause death.
•
According to the EPA. immediate
steps can be taken to minimize exposure
to lead .
One measure to take is flushing water
before drinking it or cooking with it.
Flushing water means allowing the water
to run until you feel that it is as cool as
it will become.
''Flushing water is important because
the longer water is exposed to lead pipes
or·lead solder, the greater the possibility
of lead contamination," said EPA in a
pamphlet entitled lead and Your Water.
After flushing the tap, fill a OOttle or
two with water and place it in the
refrigerator for future use.
Another measure to take is to avoid
using water from the hot tap for rooking
or drinking. Hot water dissolves more
lea d a nd can lead to greater
contamination.
Ironically , most water becomes
contaminated after it leaves the treatment
plants. Devices, however, to reduce thC
amount of lead in water arc available for
consumer use. These systems contain
calcite filters and reverse osmosis
devices to reduce lead content. ·
Some cities such as Boston and
Seattle treat drinking water at plants for
less than a dollar for each of its residents.

•

K-B CERBERUS
3040 M St., N\V (~02) 337-1311

-A Kiss Before Dying (R) No Passes .

CINEPLEX ODEON DUPONT
. CIRCLE
1350 19th S1.. NW (202) 872-9555

co11ti1111ed fro111 BJ

said,·· There is a grainy taste to the water
here in D.C. verses in Seattle. which can
be compared to spring water."
While not all the facilities ln the
District may have lead pipes, most
plumbing installed ~cfore 1950 is I ikel y
to contain lead. Scientific data gathered
by the Environn1ental Protection Agency
(EPA) also reports that the newer the
home, the greater the risk. is of lead
contamination ,
The study reported. ''water in
buildings less than five years old has
high levels of lead contamination."
If you arc not sure whether your
residence has lead pipes or not. you
should contac1 your landlord. local utility
company , or your local health
department for assistance.
Students at Howard should follow
simple precautions for water si nce
several of the housing facilities fit both
categories of being either built before
l 950(Tubman Quadrangle) or le.~ s than
five years of age (Howard Plaza Towers).
(Note: Officials contacted at these dorms
did not know whether their facilities
have lead pipes.)
Lead contamination can cause heart,
liver, and brain damage. And if the

K-B FOUNDRY 1-7
1055 Thomas Jefferson St., NW (202)
337-0094

9:25, 11 :35'.
-Sleeping With the Enemy (R) 5:15,

-Reversal of Fortune (R) 7:10, 9:40.

S~n .

Lead

Sat. and Sun. 2. 5 :20, 8:40.
-Rocky Horror Fri. and Sat. midnight• .
Fri.-Sun. first matinee $2.50.
•Late show Fri .-Sun . only .

-Mortal Thoughts (R) Fri.-Sun. 2:15,
4:45, 7:15, 9:45, 12:10'.

7:30, 10. Sun. 1:40, s•. 7:30. 10.

Sa1. 1:10,4:20•,7:10,9:40.

i

7: 10, 9:50, 12: 10'.
-Dances With Wolves (R) 5:20. 8:40.

,

'

•
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EALTH
FIT ESS
"ngnutrition update, ads oothe health-conscious
•

•

•

•

Lean and Green: A fresh approach to leafy spring veggies

......•

choy s1en1s about 1/4-ln. thick .
Braised Greens Braising in broth
is a technique that can be used with all
greens. Cook a finely chopped onion
(for extra flovor. add a couple of cloves
of n1inced garlic. one tsp. grated gingerroot or one finely chopped carrot) with
1/2 cup reduced-sodium chicken broth
in a large. CO\'Cred skillet until the onion
is completely wilted. about 10 to 20
minutes.

•

By CRYSTAL WHALEY
Hilltop Starr Report•

'
While . April sho\v,crs aremaking
pastures greener. your local grocery store
n1ay also be looking more verdant. Earl~
. spring is the season for cruciferous
greens. which range in taste fron1 n1ild
collards and bok choy to spicy mustard
and turnip greens.
Through
these
•
voluminouslea bouquets
ma)' lOok inti 1itaing.
they're actualy in1pl_e to
prepare. And de. pile their
reputation as caloric
Southern staples (think of
collards simmered \Vilh
salt pork). greens can be ·
cooked in. ways that
enhance their natural
health benefits-vitan1in
C. calcium and beta·
carotene.
Preparation Basics
Only the leaves of kale,
collards. and mustard and
tumipgreensshouldbeusedforcooking.
Add one pound of greens. cut into
But with broccoli rabe and bok choy. the sn1al l pieces: if necessary. add half the
\vhole vegetable is edible; the ends greens and cook un1il they wilt
should be trimn1ed, ho,vever. and thick .. sufficently for the ren1ainder to fit in the
broccoli rabe stcn1s should be lightly pan . Cook covered until con1pletcly
peeled .
tender. about 10 to 50 nlinutcs (timing
To clean, in1merse greens in a large depends on the tenderness of the leaf,
pol of cold water and swirl them around collards being the toughest and broccoli
so the silt drops to the bottom; drain in rabe the most delicate). Uncover and
"
a colander.
Tear leaves into small cook greens an additional five minutes
pieces-the smaller they are, the faster- ~ in strainer to reduce excess liquid .
the cook. Slice broccoli rabe and bok
For a creamy texture, stir in 1/3 cup

plain. nonfat yogurt and one tsp. prepared
mustard (this n1cthod works particularly
well with kale and turnip greens); season
with pepper. nutn1eg. allspice or curry
powder to taste. Makes four servings.
59 calories per serving (with yogurt and
mustard) 4 g protein; l lg carbohydrate:
7g fat (9% of calories); 4 g fiber; .3 mg.
cholesterol: 84 n1g: sodium; 431 n1g.
potassiun1; 72% of \•itamin C; 45% of
folacin; 25% of calcium.

1

Q11ick-a11d·easyCollards S3utcone
bunch shredded collard \caves and 3
cloves niinced garlic with two tsp. olive
oil in a large skillet over medium·high
heat. stirring constantly until wilted
(about fi\'e n1inutcs). Stir in t\vo tsp.
fresh lemon juice and add pepper to
taste. Makes three to four servings.
44 calories per serving; 2 g protien; 5 g
carbohydrate; 2 g fat (46% of the
calories) 2g fiber, no cholesterol; 28 mg
sodium; 145 mg potassium; 63% of

vitamin A; 26% of vitaminC.

Earth-conscious cosmetics abound
these days. from spild shampoo bars
lhat save on plastic waste to botanical
lotions sold in recycled cardboard.
Revl on sells an ··ecologic'' line of
. biodegradable cosmetics in Europe that
: •· may soon appear in the Unitied States.
But for those who seek truly natural
beauty there's an even ''greener'' option.
says Aubrey Hampton, authorofNafl1ral
Orga11ic Hair a11d Ski11 Care (Organica

~;h ingredients from the grocery
store -like the cucumbers you can use to
}educe puffiness around the eyes · yOu
can concoct a \'ariety of grooming a.ids.
Facial: Combine 1/4avocadowith
8 onces of yogurt. In a blender, liquify
three or four strawberries and one diced
cucun1ber with a lablespoon of honey:
add slo,vly to the yogurt mixture. smooth
on the resu lt . Relax for 15 minutes.
Rinse with tepid water.
Alask: .' Mix one egg, 1/2 cup oats

Hiiitop Staff Rt1portflt'

Eating red meat-beef, lamb, or Porkmay more than double the risk of
developing colon cancer, according to a '
recent Harvard University study.
The researchers found that women
who dine daily on red meat arc 2 1(2
times more likely to develop colon
cancer, the third most common fatal
cancer for women, than those who cat
red meat no more than once a month.

•

-.....

Of the close to 89,000 women nurses
whose health was monitored for six years
inthe study, 150 developed the deadly
cancer. Data from questionaires ftlled
out by the nurses pointed to a clear
association between the nurse' diets and
their risk of colon cancer.
The data also suggested the freq uent
consumption of fish and chicken actually
lowered colon cancer risk, as did eating
a diet high in fiber-rich fresh fruits and
vegetables.
Researchers are now lr)•iri.g to identify
which substance in red meat is linked to
this increase in colon cancer. In the
meantime, hamburger and steak lovers
once again are urged toe at in moderation.
"One can benefit a lot by cutting red
meat consumption down to once or twice
a week," said Dr. Walter Willett, the
study's chief researcher and professor
of nutrition and epidemiology al
Harvard's School of Public Health .

may actually cause stomach ulcers or
seve re allergic reactions. However,
mostexperts agree that a clove or two a
Garlic. th~ malodorous yet muchday won ' t hurt most stoamchs (though it
\oved herb. maY help ward off cancer.
may reduce your circle of friends)
In a study by the
National Cancer
Institule (NCI),
researchers in China
and Italy have found
that people who ate
Jots of garlic had less
slomach cancer tfian
those who ate little
or no garlic. And
preliminary anin1al
studies show a
garlic-rich diet may
even inhibi{ a variety
of 01her cancers.
••Jt's too early to
m
a
k
e
recommendations to
the public,'' cautions
NCI biostatistician
William Blot. Jn
fact , eating large
quanities · of garlic

Special to the Hilltop

and a bit of water. Wear 20 minutes:
rinse.
Deodora111: Slowly n1ix water and
1/3 teaspoon of con1s1arch into 1/4 cup
baking soda to make a paste. Add 1/4
teaspoon of orange or lemon extract for
fragrance. For creaminess. add a .
teaspoon of safflower oil. Make an
Special to the Hilltop
applicator bottle from a sponge-lop
container ( a\ ailble at stationary stores).
A ne\\' study finds that betaAs1ri11ge111: Bring a pint of waler carotene-the vitamin A building
~nd the peel of a lemon or orange to a
block-may help protect people With
boil. Remove from heat. When it is coronar)' heart disease from having hear!
cool, add four onces of witch hazel .
attacks and strokes.
l'loisturi:.er: Follow the formula
Dr. J. Michael Gaziano. a cardiologist
for the astringent, but add a teasIXJ<Jn of al Bos1on:s Bringham and Women 's
saftlower or wheat-germ oil. Shake.
Hospital, and colleagues analyzed
Scrub: Mix 8 onces of yogurt with particip11nts in the Physician ' s Health
wheat germ, cormmeal, oatmeal or Sfud)'. a research project that has enlisted
gound almonds until grainy . Massage more than 22.000 male doctors aged 40
into skin. Rinse with tepid water.
to 84. All 333 men in the beta-carotene
Tootl1paste: To 1/4 cups of baking s1udy had coronar)' artery disease, a
soda add wa1er, a droplet of peppermint narro,ving of the heart arteries that can
and a dash of ground cloves.
lead to a heart attack or st roke .
Aftet;-sl1a,·e: Mix 8 onces of witch
hazel with a teaspoon of wheat germ oil
and a dash of lemon Oil,
1

By CRYSTAL WHALEY

The charms of garlic

'

HiUtop Staff Reporter

Baked Barley and Kale

Here,
Curried Lentils and!tfustard G ree11s sturdy kale meets its match in hearty
The spiciness of mus ta rd or turnip lea vcs barley. Stir one cup pearl barley and
offers a delicious counterpoint to ·the one tsp. of vegetable oil in a 21/2-qt.
starch inc~ of !en t ii s
flameproof
in this recipe. Saute
casserole; cook
one large minced
over medium
onion, one tbsp.
heat, stirring
curry powder and
often,
until
one tsp. olive oil in
lightly browned
a large saucepan~
( about five
over medium heat,
minutes) .
for five minutes.
Add three
Stir in one cup
cups rC'ducedreduced-sodium
sodium chicken
chicken broth and
or beef broth,
two thinly sliced
one
minced
carrots; heat to
onion, three
simmeringandcook
sliced carrots,
covered for 20
eight oz. sliced
minutes. Add one
mushrooms, 1/2
pound of lentil, one
tsp. salt, one
large bunch torn and
large bunch torn
•
an additional 2 1/2
kale leaves and
cups broth; heat to
generous
boiling.
sprinklings of
Reduce heat and
pepper
and
simntcr covered.
nutmeg. Heat to
stirring
boiling then stir
occassionally, until
well.
Cove-r
lentils arc tender and
tightly and bake
liquid is absorbed. about 45 minutes. in a preheated 350 oven for about 11/
serve with plain yogurt if desired. Makes 4 hours. Makes six servings.
six to eight servings.
213 calorics per serving; 9 g protein;
213 calories per ser11i11g; 17 g protei11; 40 g carbohydrate; 3 g fat (11 %
36 g carboliydrale; 2 g fal (6% of calorics); 11 g fiber; no cholesterol
calories); 10 g fiber; no cl1olesterol; 261 mg. sodium; 706 mg potassium;
103 111g sodiu1n; 738 1ng potassiu1n,· 100% vial min A; 85% vitamin C; 26%
100% vita111i11 A; 49% of vita111i11 B6; vitamin Bl2; 15% iron.
39% vitamin C; 25% ofiro11.

Grooming naturally:
l\fix your own potions
By CR".STAL WHALEY

Red Meat

•

For five years, about half of them
(160) took a beta-carotene pill every
other day, while 173 look a placebo.
When researchers compared the groups,
Ibey found lhat 22 in the beta-carotene
group had a bypass surgery, heart attack,
stroke or sudden cardiac complications.
some of which were fatal . Of the placebo
takers, 42 had one of the life-threateni11g
of life-ending events.
The scientists suspect that betaca rotene 's anti ·oxidant capabi Ii ties may
inhibit lhe buildup of plague in the blood
vesse ls. But for now, Gaziano says, ''I
think it would premature for people to
assume thece is a benefit.

FOR WOMEN ONLY
Coining tip: A disposable diap/1rog1n

'

•

You vowed you would never use a diaphragm- it is too messy, loo
complicated. But soon there will be a convenient barrier contraceptive:
the disposable diaphragm . .
The new diaphragm. made of polyurethane, can be inserted up to 24
hours before intercourse and ,u nlike other barrier methods, requires no'
shol of contraceptive jelly or cream . Instead, sphericity is built i11 and
begins slow ly seeping oul on conlact with the vagina. When the
diaphragm is removed after sex, it is simply thrown away.
Whtie FDA
•studies are now under way to find. out how well this no-mess, no-stress
contraceptive protects woman against pregnancy, researchers expect a
high rate of dependability, due in part to the convenience factor of the new
method .
''If you can insert ii early, never add spermicide and then throw it out.
you ' re ensured some ·rcliabilily, '' notes co-developer Donald Cowsar,
.Ph.D., a chemist andKlireclor of program development at the Southern
Rese arch Institute in Birmingham, Alabama .
The throw-away diaphragm should be available within two
years,initially by prescription and eventually over-the-counter, and will be
sold for a dollar each. What could be easier ?
Can testers tt1ake )'Otl sick ?
•

\·

Mother was righl : You shouldn't try on makeup from cosmetics te sters
at departm ent store beauty counters.
When the U.S. Food and Drug Administration rece111ly analyzed 2,461
shared-use testers, they found that I in 20 harbored high amounts of
bacteria. yeasts or molds, which may cause bacterial infections.
Mascara lcsters were the worst offenders. In vestigators found a strain
of bacteria in a mascara sample that can cause blindness if the cornea is
scratch~d with a contaminated applicator. But this doesn't mean tha1
you ' re destined to own a cabinet full of unwearable colors. Many
cosmelic companie~ now offer single-use, disposable makeup samples that
allow you to safely try before you buy .

'

'' '

'

.•

•

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
-It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
---,...---short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake ·and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
system faster, too.

VIVA
for fast p1cllup-safe as coffee

Revive with VIVARIN:
'

'

'

•

'

•
•

•
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PAID .
S
MER

I want the
I want memories of :
ti Greek Step Show
ti Homecoming
ti The Excitement of HU Sports
ti The fun of !Nery day life at Howard
ti and much, more I

•

.

'

FOR MINORITY S'l"IJDEN'IS
•

•

•
•

Order your copy today!

l

•

Name'------"---------~
Address•----------~----

City/State._ • _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Zip._ _ _ __
Telephone (h)
(w) _ __ ____
'

COST: Just $20.00 each.
(Add $3.00 shipping & handling for each videotape ordered.)
PAYMENT OPllONS:
0 Check enclgsed
Make payable to : Howard Univ. Video Yeotbook
0
Chgge fy!! pgyment to 0 VISO D "1'1o:sterCord
.
. ·
Cord #
(16 digits for MasterCard. fOf Visa)

I l l l l l l l l l l il I l l I I

FORMAT:

a - , a

Intensive guidance in preparing for graduate
school

+

3 hours academic credit

•

Free room and board at The American
University?

If you are a minority, with a GPA of at least 2.8 and
a desire to attend graduate school, then call:
•

BETA

'°'

MasterCard/Visa""°""
ordfHS.

Print C leor\y
C ardholdet' _ _ _ _ __ _ Exp._ _

a

+

•

For '1'eatest converience.
call 1-80J4l tr5658

r3

I

$1,800 stipend

The GradPrep Program at The American University
has openings for talented college/university
sophomores and juniors, who are members of minority
groups that are underrepresented in graduate
programs. The program will provide you with the
skills, knowledge, and motivation needed to succeed in
entering and completi.ng graduate programs.

1991 Howard Univ. video yearbook(s).

SendlD:

.I .

+

« ratun to CtamlOn Auditorium Box Offtce.

YES! I want

•

A research internship in your area of study

+'

-----------~~~~. .-~~i*op~~ma5X

I

+

•

.
They're in the VIDEO YEARBOOK.
And they're in living color, exciting action and thrilling 5Qund.

•

I

INTERNSB

i·. eo ear oo '•
•

•

GradPrep Program (202) 885-1263
Application deadline: May 31, ICJ91

Bil.me at the above address.

An equal opportUnity/ affinna tive action university

THE

AME~NIVERSl~
WASH!NGlON DC

•

.'I

'

-

•

Good luck on your·exams
and
have a wonderful summer !

•

•

•

\

'

•

•

.

(
I
•

•

•

'

'

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY INC., ALPHA CHAPTER:
Dedicated to uplifting the community through scholarship, service,
·
sisterly love and finer womanhood.
•

•

'

•
•

•

-

•
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Tennis Teams second
defeated Cedric Crear. 7-6 (7-2). 5- 7, 75; and Brent Daniel (FAMU) dcfeited

By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR
Hilltop Staff Reporler

Oral Pottinger, 6-2. 7-5

The Howard University men's and
women's tennis teams had a reversal
of fortune at the recent M-id-Eastern
Athletic Conference Tennis
Championships · as both squads
finished second to host Florida A&M
in Tallaha~e. Florida, last weekend.

•

•

The men's team·for Howard got
off to a fast start, reaching six of nine
finals. But the team only captured
one title and ended sCcond out of
eight teams. MasonHarr~for Howard
won 6-1, 7-5 over Chris Burls
(FAMU) in the number One singles,
for the Bison's only title.
That was about the only highlight
for the men as the following results
cost the Bison a chance at thei~ fifth
straight MEAC title:
Singles: Jermaine Thomas.
Morgan State defeated Devon Berry,
6-4, 6-2; Rico Haynes (FAMU)

Doubles: Chris Burls/Rico Haynes
(FAMU) defeated ·Nnamdi Lowrie/
Mason Harris, 8-3; Sean Cooper/
William Watts defeated Oral Pottinger/
Gerald McNair, 8-3

good play."
The women finished strong,
capturing four of the six finals they were

in:

~

Singles: Angie Mcilwain (Howard)
defeated Nicole Peterson (FAMU), 3-6,

6-1, 6-2; Stephanie Johnson (Howard)
beat Sherry Barnes (FAMU), 6-3, 7-5;
Nicole Tucker (Howard) beat Lynn
McCoy (FAMU), 6-3, 6-0; Monica
Darden defeated Tisha Greene
(Howard), 6-0, 7 -5

Baseball Team

orced to

eit

By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR

un~are that the team was to play

By DOUGLAS FRAZIER

Hilltop Statr Reporter

immediately after the first game.
''Our [first} Same started late

because of the rain. When we got over
to the other field [where the Howard
•
loser's bracket game was
suppose to

Hflltop Staff Reporter

The three-day double elimination
tournament for the Howard University
Doubles: Angie Mcllwain/Stejihanie baseball team only lasted about several be pl8;ycd at] ten minutes after they
''We thought that we could win,'' Johnson (Howard) defeated Sherry hours as the team was quickly elimated [ME~C officials] said we should have
said Pottinger. ''The core of players we · Barnes/Nicole Peterson (FAMU), 6-0, from the MEAC Championship been here; they forfeited us. We were
have were capable of winning. but the 6-4; Lynn McCoy/ LaShawn Lane Tournament in Tallahassee, Florida.
ready to play.''
adversity we have had the whole season (FAMU) beat Sylvie Etitane/Sucre
lj6\vard, which was runner-up last
Hinton chose to file a protest to the
might have caught up . wit~ µs ... The Johnson, 8-3.
year,\entered the tournament seeded MEAC Committee at the tournament,
season was rocky, and we had [almost]
second. But an embarrassing first round but the forfeit was upheld. ''We filed a
no practice indoors or money for the
Florida A&M won the women's side 12-3 loss to Bethune-Cookman sent the protest to the officials but they ruled
program ... I think that Coach (Larry) by one point, 19 to 18, because they Bison to the loser's bracket.
against us, three to two, said Hinton. ·
Strickland did a great job with his teams made eight oT the nine finals. Angie
Commenting on the first game,
According to several people present
under the circumstances.''
Mcilwain won Most Outstanding Pla)·er. Howard head coach Chi.ick Hinton said, at the tournament, Hinton misread lhe
''I thought we were going to do alot
"We came through where I expected ''We forgot to catch the ball. You aren't information given to him by the MEAC
better than we did,'' said Strickland. ''I to," said Strickland. ''However, after going to beat many people when you Committee the night before regarding
would attribute much of what happen in winning the title for so many years, not make eight or nine errors.''
what time the next game was to be
the men's side to parity. alot of teams winning feels different now, a sort of
After the first game. the Howard played. Several people suggested that
have come on ... The big key was we num b ness."
players dispersed to watch the Howard Howard should have done a better job
were shutout in doubles. I thought we
tennis teams play. But team members, of finding out what was going on after
would win two. but we ran into some
like their coach, were apparently their first game.

Track Team Places i th and sixth, same as indoor
By CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR

•

The Howard University track
team enters the Penn Relays thiS
weekend after placing fifth and sixth
in the MEAC Outdoor Track
Championship last week 10
Tallahas.see, Florida.
The men finshed sixth of nine
schools scoring 41 points, which was
well behind Florida A&M's winning
score of 131 points; the women were

fifth, al!.O behind FAMU who won again.
Both teams have had problems this
year in scoring quality points at meets.
One reason for the lack of points at
meets is the fact that the teams have little
meet experience as there are eight
freshman con1pc:ting for each n1en and
women·s team.
Howard did place in several different
events at the Championships. For the
men: Thabani Banda was second in the
pole vault af ·12-0; Shawn Bell was
second in the 200 Meter at 21 .70; Keba

Gordon was fourth in the high jump;
Reginald Johnson was sixth in the 5000
Meter, and the team was fifth in the
1600 Meter Relay.
For the women: Junior Suzie Tanero
won the 400 Meter, and was second in
the 200 Meter run. Saida Salter WhS
fifth in the high jump, ~nd fourth in the
triple jump; the team was "fifth in the
4xl00 Meter Relay; Ursula Williams
was second in the 3000 Meters al 11 :24.J
and third in the 1500 Meter Run at
4:55.2; Camille Hendrix was third in
the 800 Meters at 2: 17 .82; Howard was

second in the 1600 Meter Relay at

3:44.68.
Now, the track teams must prepare
for the Penn Relays. Howard track
coach, William P.Moultrie, is confident
about his teams chances .
''Our athletes have alVflYS been big
meet performers. I expect for them to
run tough and should.be very competive.
The ten men and nirie women we have
running in the [nine] relays are The nuts
and bolts of our program.''
The Penn Relays; known for the
excellent oompetition will serve as an

opportunity for several people to
qualify for the upcoming NCAA
Championships at Eugene, Oregon,
starting May 29.
Howard's best chances are with
Suzie Tanefo in the 200 Meter, and
Keba Gordon in the high jump.
Gordon hasjumpe_d a 6'9 indoors this
year, but needs a 7'11/4 to qualify.
Howard Track Noles
The Bison had twelve people
nam! d scholar athletes at the Howard
Sports Banquet on Wednesday.

~

'

New Recruits.for 91'
By CHRISTOPHl;R TAYLOR
Hlltop Staff Repotfer

The Howard University men 's
basketball program. in an atlempt to
upgrade the level of their program.
signed
two
players
to
national letters of
intent. The two
student-ath le,tes
should go. a long
way in helping
improve the team
next year.
Cory Beard, a
6-3 guard, arid
Scan Turley, a 66forward, both·of
Louisville's
Ballard High
School signed
with• the Bison last
week.
Beard, son of
Howard first-year
coach Alfred
''Butch'' Beard,
averaged 11 .5
points ;
5.3
rebounds and 3.0
assists to help
Ballard to ia 27-9
.
record . '" and
championships 'in
the 28th District

skills. ··scan [Turley] is good al boxing
out, passing. and is very strong
physically. He has a excellent stationary
shot from 15 1018 feet. The other facets
of his game will come· in time . Cory
(Beard} wi1hout a doubt, is one of the
top five kids in state of Kentucky. He

WOMEN SIGNEES
Howard University announced
•
the signing of the followingstudcntathletes to national letters of intent
for women's basketball:
Name
Height
Position Hometown/High School
Nicole Boykins
6-1
Forward Washington,
DC/
Coolidge
Angela Brown
S-8 Guard
Landover, MD/Parkdale
Tijuana Del..ain~ , 6-1
Forward Washin~·ton,
DC/
Roosevelt
Nicole Eubanks
5-8 Guard
Landover, MD/Central
•Angela Prather
5-8 Guard
Rockville, MD/R. Montgomery
Tasha Stewart
6-1
Forward New
York,
NY/
Humanities
•Early Signee

AT BURR

A number of the top athletes on both
the collegiate & high school level will
be participating in the 1991 Penn Relay
Carnival.
The relay action began at noon on
Thursday, April 25 and continues
virtually non-stop through Saturday,
April 27.
National high school track teams
competing include local track power
H.D. Woodson. They will bring their
potent men's 4xl00 relay team .
Other local college teams competing
include George Mason and Georgetown
University.
Two-time Olympian gold medalist
Carl Lewis will run in the 4x 100 and
4x200 relays at the 97th annual meet at
Franklin Field in Philadelphia.
Former Notre Dame all-American
football star Radhib ''Rocket" Ismail,
who signed a four-year $26.2 million
contract with the Toronto Argonauts,
will nin in the college men's 1()().meter
daJh.
Ismail, the NCAA runner-up at SS
meters indoors, is competi ng outdoors
for the first time in his collegiate career.
During the 1990-91 indoor campaign he
ran the SS meters in 6.07, making him
the 10th faster collegian ever. He also
Won the second IC4A crown of his
career, taking the SS-meter title at
Princeton. He has run a 10.34, 100
meters this year, bettering the NCAA
provisional qualifying time.
There are a total of 262 events that
will take place over a three day period.

Howard Annual Sports Banquet
Howard University annoUnced its
1990-91 most valuable player awards at
its annual sports banquet at the
University's Blackburn Center on
Tuesday .
Christopher
Gayle
(swimming) ~nd Francis Elliolt
(volleyball) were also name·d recipients
of the Bison Scholar Award.

•

SwimmingMichael Houston (Co-MV~, men)
Christopher Gayle (Co-MVP, men)
Amber Golden (women)
Track Brian McDaniel (men)
Holli Walker (women)
Soccer Michael Williams
Volleyball Arlinda Pierce
Wrestling Robert Hubbard
Baseball Daryl Carter (Co-MVP)
Howard House (Co-MVP)

Tennis ..
Anjanette Mcilwain (wome~)
Nnamdi Lowrie (men)
Basketball Felicia Oliver (\vomen)
Milton "Skip'' Bynum (men)
Football Ryan Heathcock (MVP - Offense)
Brian Taltoan (MVP - Defense)
Gary Harrell (MVP - Special Teams)
The 1991 version of the Spring
Athletic Banquet was presided over by

'

Dr. Steve Favors, who is Vice President
'for St!JdentAffairs, and Interim D~or
of Athletics.
Dr. Franklyn Jenifer gave the
greetihe, ~ ~ the banquet. He said in
talking about the student-athletes, "You
are the very best we have, lhank you ...\l{e
at Howard recognize the role you play
here ... The people here [student-athletes] ·
show that. you can combine quality
academics and athletics."

•

SUMMER

STORAC>E
FOR
S1'UOENTS

•

'

91 Football Schedule

and ?th Region INTRAMURAL SEMI-FINAL ACTION
this past season.
He was a second team all-region and can run, shoot and jump out of the gym.
honorable mention all-stale selection.. He will remind many people. of
Beard also participated in the Super • Emmanuel Davis [the off-guard at
Hoop Classic in Louisville, and game red Delaware State]."
all-tournament honors and game most
''I'm very happy to sign both of theni.
valuable player al the Holiday Prep They should be able to help our program
Classic in Las Vegas. Ballard registered right away," said Beard. ''They have the
a 72-22 mark in ~ard's three years of ?Jlential to be good college players.
varsity play.
Their best basketball is ahead of them ."
''He is a·talent, '' said Butch Beard.
The basketball coaches feel that these
''His being my son had nothing to do first two signecs are going help the team
with us signing him."
go in the right direction. The help is
· Turley, also a three-year letterwinner, needed as the squad will ~ry and rebound
averagedl3.2pointsand6.8reboundsto from a 8-20 season i11 1991 .
earn all-district and second team all''We're trying to get pretty good
region honors. He was also named to the athletes to come here.·· added Beard.
all-tourney squads at the King of Blue
The pair arc the first of six high
Grass Tournament and the Holiday Prep school players Beard expects to sign
Classic.
this spring,
According to assistant coach, Jerry
.
Eaves, both players posseSs excellent

97th .
ual
Penn
Relays

Howard University announced it's 1991 football schedule last Wednesday.
The Bison have II games scheduled, including first-time encounters with Big
East member Temple.
Howard, which finished 6-5 in 1990, opens the season September 7 against
Fayetteville Slate at home. Other home opponents include Florida A&M (Sept.
14), South Carolina State (Sept. 21), and Towson State (Nov. 9).
In addition to Temple (Sept. 28), the B: son are scheduled to travel toBethuneCookman (Oct.12), North Carolina A&l (Oct. 26), Morgan State (Nov.16) and
Delaware State (Nov. 16).
Howard will also take on Alcorn Stat1 in the prestigious Circle City Classic
in Indianapolis on October 5.
The following is the complete 1991 sc edulc:
Dale
Opponent
Sile
Time
September 7
Fayetteville State
Washington, DC 1:00 p.m.
14 *Florida A&M
Washington, DC 1:00 p.m.
21 •South Carolina Slate
Washington, DC j:OO p.m.
28
Temple
Philadelphia. PA 1:30 p.m.
October
5 #Alcorn Slate
Indianapolis, IN 4:00 p.m.
12 •Bethune-Cookman
Daytona Beach, FL 7:00 p.m.
19
Open .
26 *North Carolina A&T
Greensboro, NC 1:30 p.m.
November 2 % (TBA)
Washington, DC 1:00 p.m.
Washington, DC 1:00 p.m.
9
Towson State
Baltimore, MD 1:30 p.m.
16 ·~organ State
23 •Delaware State
Dover, DE
1:30 p.m.
'
•Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference Game
#Circle City Classic
%Homecoming Game
Howard football coach Steve Wilson, is among many people who feel that
. this upcoming schedule will be challengir.g ... I can't remember a tougher
schedule here at Howard. We will get tested early, and I ~ccept the challenge.''

10% Discou11t On ,\ny Storace Room With

Payment Ir. ..\t.\'an"e For EnU re Summer.
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HAPPENINGS
TALENTED STUDENTS, start
preparing for the 1991 Homecomin$

Variety Show/Lip Sync auditions,
September 9. 1991.

Going home? Don't let homework,
exams or procrastination stop you from
getting away!

Let Way To Go

Enterprises, inc. get you to the Bus,
Train, or Plane for a reasonable cost.
Just give us a call. Union Station $5,

National Airport $10. (extra for large
amounts of luggage) Call Now!!! 202726-0447 Leave a message.
Classes arc officially over! What docs

that mean? House, Hip-Hop, Rockers,

and more House .. With the ''Suave Men
of Sigma." Where: 1327 R. St., N.W.

Damage: $3.00 Drinks all night!
The 1991 -92 School of Communications

Student Council, ''The Communications
Alliance.·· would Iike to tha11k everyone
who interviewed for a staff position and
congratulate those who were appointed.
We look forward to .working with you
next year and encourage alt
communication students to participate
in the ··communication Alliance.''.
PRSSA senior send-off today 12-2 inc·
229, free food and awards .
•
Congrats to PRSSA seniors. Come 10
Sr. send-off today, 12-2 C-229 .

..

SHAKLEE If you are interested, in
NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS,
HEALTH CARE AND BEAUTY
AIDS, we are lhe people you should see.
Items available for males and females.
For appointment call Lillian or Wendell
Carter at 202 584-8637/0773.
•
Thomas B. Smith Microbiolog}· Society
mects ...Every Monday at 5:00!
Come and see Mark Lamont Stevens,
baritone singer that made an appearance
at the Apollo Theatre at Mr. Henry's
Nightclub. 1836 Columbia Rd .• N.W.
Tues, Wed., 9:00 p.m. Producers call
202 526-0309.
NAILS•••NAILS"'"'"'NAILS For
ladies who are.interested in maintaining
or ob1aining lovely nails this summer,
fear not! CATHIE is here lor all your
nail care needs and desires. Full set
$25.00. Refills $15.00. Designs (the
best in town!) $1.00 each. For further
information. CALL NOW 797-0982.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
For
Homecoming Fashion Show. Leave
name and phone# in rm. 109 Blackbum
Center or call Jacqueline at 806-5932.
•

ATTINTlONALLSTUDENTS!!! The
Howard University Alumni Club of the
District of Col'umbi·a. Inc. is.sponsoring
its First Spring Fling Moonlight Cruise
Boat Ride , Commencement weekend
Friday, May 10, 1991, aboard the New!
Sp.iril of Washington. The cost is $30.00
per person . The Alumni Club is working
with H.U. Pre-Alumni Association in
offering complementary tickets to
studerits as an incentive to assist the
Alumni Club 1n selling tickets for this
c;vent. For every 5 tickets sold by a
student he or she will receive one (l}
complementary ticket for the cruise. All
interested students need to contact Don
' Doggett at 806-7336 for additional
details. •Students must be at least 21
years of age for this e.vent••

•

•

School Year End Sale EXTEND YOUR
..., BEAUTY extensions by Tracey Lynn.
Call 332· 7795. Braids from $30.

HOUSING
1300 Harvard St., N.W., Large, bright,
quiet apartments, 2BR, S750, 3 BR,
$800. 1 BR $525. 202-291-4593.
Furnished room for rent for summer in
newly renovated 3BR house . W/D, cac,
carpet, near HU, bus, metro. $300 plus
1/3 utilities. Available 5/10. 202-6677526.
Summer Sublet! One female to share
apartment , w/d. ac. S245 including
utilities Harvard St., N.W. Call 3346397.
Reserve your room for summer and/or
fall semester NOW!! 2-5 rooms
availahlc in 3 houses in walking distance
of Howard. S275-S375 utilities included.
Call Bea Carey 202 291-1480.
Rooms available immediately in Historic
le Oroit J\ark . Spacious newlyrcnovated

April 26, 1991

ILLT PIC'S
rooms locatCd on Howard University
canlpUs. Desire mature stable students
.call: 202 882-8620.
Rooms for ~e nt, Harvard & Georgia
Ave. area, $275 includes and w/d + mic.
Large room. Call 462-7456.
New renovated rooms for rent, starting
price $250.00 per month. The location
is at 14Quincy Pl, N.E. Call Ray Fowler
at 546·0049 or page 896·5343.
Summer Housing available, 2 blocks
from campus, with. a/c w/d, w/w
carpc'ting, and more . Call 202 986-2469
for info.
3 BR, 2BA spacious, 3 levels, recent
renovation. ww. dw, wd, cac, $1,250.00,
June I. 2/3 BR large, ww, dw,wd,cac,
recent renovation, available now.
$1050.00 JOI 229·2485.
2 large -bedroom house 1renovatcd
$795.00. One bedroom basement apt.
$450.00 call 301 681·3897.

Congrats lO· A-9 1 on National Dean's
List and Golden Key . Love 4-A-91.

whatcomesaroundgoesaround. Always
remember females you' mistreat.

Great concert Tanya. Zee Phi!! So
sweet!! 4-A-91.

Much thanks and respect goes out to the
people in the School of E~gineering:
Meredith, Larry, Aaron, Bah, Tiombe,
and Chuck. Hassana Q. (A+) ~

Congrats 5-A-91. With God in your life
all things are 'possiblc. 4-A-91.
Congrats to Felicia Parks & Ca rmen
Melton on PRSSA District Citation.
To The King- Happy Birthday from
the Men of 402
Do it up Right.
402 STRAIGHT UP

Michael G- 6 months is wonderful when
spent with you. Happy 'an niversary.'' I
love you. I look forward to Our future
together.
Hairy Harry Bunny, you putt he 1ingle in
T. Pooh Bear.

The JB's quote for the sumn1er.
Dr. Riddick. {School of Social Work) "You've got to get bigger,
Thank-yciu for your hard work in
better, stronger and n1uch
teaching and coac hi ng us slower
faster!!!''~
students. Because of you, we were able
lo succeed. Your Friday Afternoon Data
Qa11 the Man:
Analysis C la ~s.
Happy Birthday baby! You're outa here
Attention: Marc Ewell, 11cve r forget Love Ya

Dan,Tillmon, Mike:
Peace, my brothers froni the
"BURG"! Congratulations from theJB's.
Don't worry we're going to keep up the
good name and do it much better

ROUNDTRIPS!
l.AJSAN FRAM
LOND ON
PAR!S
COPENHAGEN
STOCKHOLMIO:SLO
RIO/SAO PAULO
TOKYO
HONG KONG
BANGKOK

Yo Satchmo,
Wh at up ? P·ull those red
stockings up and get on with your life.
The cotton is hi gh but with your
buckabilities I'm sure you'll be the best
cotton picker this side of the
Mississippi!
The Man with the Master Plan
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Dakota, Lalania, Pam, Imani, Dadra
and Mitzi (even though you held back
pertinent info from me). The greatest
women Howard has to offer. I love you
all.
Dwayne
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17 East itSlh Slf!et

New Yori!, NY 101117
t

What,s up Lee!
You've just received your first and last
Hilltopic. I can't wait 10 go to the
Nasty Natty.
Love ,a, Joey

Nicely furnished ROOMS for rent . Near
Universityw/d. $275-$325/ month . 202~
291 -2248.

•

Graduation means

Females. Newly renovated house 2
blocks from med/dent. schools, ale, w/
w carp., w/d ikea furniture, 723-4646.
Grad student female to share 2 bed. apt.,
furnished ale, w/w carpel 723-4242.
Sublease for the summer at Mt. Vernon
Apts. 9th M St., N.W. Share a 2bdr/2bth
w/d. Ca ll: 202 319-94781319-9397.

•

JOBS
I

•

PAID VOLUNTEERS Healthy smokers
and non-smokers, age 18-60 needed for
NIH Pulmonary Bronchoscopy study.
Cal 301 496-2449.

•

\

Summer jobs available. Earn $150$350 pt.. $450-$750 ft . For info., contact
Lucien Perry 202 543-4304 .

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
TAKING SNAPSHOTS. SENDSELFADDRESSED
STAMPED
ENVELOPE TO : A. EDEN, BOX
56469.
BR IGHTWOOD,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20040.

FOR SALE
For sale: full-sized bed, includes: •
maltress, box-spring and frame $150,
small dresser $28, and close! organizer
$50. Everything must go. Call 7453995. •
For Sale; Twin size bed and waist high
refrigerator .
call 301-736-8867. Negotiable

PERSONALS

""
\Vl1ile vo11'r•· s till a ,; tu1!!'11t. allordalJlt'

B .. tore V<ltl 111tt <HI y<111r ('a11 a11cl go\vn. tl1crc's .
;;till ti1111 ·

The JB"s would personally like to thank
al l the beautiful women who hav~
'
applied this year, but there's not enoughof
us to go aroUnd . 1991-1992 tryouts will
be in P25 East, Bathing suits and bank
rolls required . Remember:Eventhough
you all can 't win you're winners just for
trying ;especially with 1he JB's.

1<1 takt• <1tlvantag•· t1ftl1c g r•·at s tutlt·11t

llt)lt •. ) 'l>ll ('C.111 gt·t C.I gr·t•Jt le)\\' fll "it•t• ()II tilt'

l)a pt'rs. gra phics a 11tl sp rt •a tl oht •1• t s l!1r sc h<l<1I.

!{1,la11<I . ll1 ·s kt<1p ~1u;i(' S vs tt·111.

l(,r

\\'t)r·k. t)r ('Vt'll rt·~u111t'!'.'i.

tl1t· l'S / 2 · •·•1n11·s pr1·l<1atl1 ·tl ,,·itl1 s11ft\vart" that
'"ill l1·t you clc1 just that. -\11J it

ha s a

n1t1ust• to

makt" it •·asv t11 list'. l>lt1 s. tht'n' are aclcled l<1ols

baby .
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ATTENTION CRANDALL 4th
FLOOR POSSE 1989-90! (C4Ptothose
in the know?) We ' II be reunited on
Monday, April 29th, 5:00 p.m. in
Cranda ll Hall Lounge. For more info,
call Regina-319-1752.

f>S/2

(;1·c.1tl11,1tit>JI lllt' C.lll :-0

:-0'1~ i11~ 'l ltll t)I . g<kl<f-

l)Vt'S.
l~11t lu·li1r1· .'""' <l<J. I hert;s
.
still ti1r1t• t<1 l'ht'<"k int<1 a g r<'a t
studt'nt pri('t' <JII a l'S/2~ S1·1·

gan11•,;. \11tl it ~-< 1·xpar1tlahlt' s<• it ea n g r<1\v with
v1111 tl1r<11tgl11Jut gratl11al<' s•· h<uJI <Jr <HI t ht· j<1l1.

1!1r Y<lll t<1111t1rr<l\\'.

PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $34/MONTHI
CALL YOUR IBM COLLEGIATE REPRESENTATIVE AT (301) 279-6855
OR CALL COMPUTERLAND AT (301) 599-9555, ASK FOR FRAN OR
JULIE.

Congratulations 1991 SWAN COURT.
Shanna Hines, Renee Jones, Rochelle
Brown, hel Reser, Janette Jones,
Vickie Henderson, Kai Wilson , Yolanda
GaJvin, Michelle Russell, Gina West,
Erika Taylor. Sondra Simpson.
Love You! YourRA 's Desiree Robinson
and Ericca ·Parker.

--- - ------ .
-- --- ----- -·- ·-

Lisa Neal . It 's all over now-Let's
celebrate. Love You. Eric

To April (Dookie Kakes). Happy
Biflhday!! You mean so much to so
m~y , we love you! Kurn Kairn, The
Prexy, Rod (Nino), Shawn B. (Poogic).
Ms. Port)a, Ms . M<\ttie, Marcus,
Malcolm, Kathy and Gera ld.
Chinaman, Don 't you think it 's time for
youtota lktome? Sowhen?? I've been
patiently waiting. Friend??

111\1

l(1r I ,ear11i11g. . \nd <111 a dill'1·r1·11t

\v hat \<JII •·an'''' 11·ith a l'S / 2
t<ulav-urul 1\·hat it can tit>

lik<' a 11<1t<'patl. •·alt'1ular a11tl •·artlfil<·--•'V<'rt
Happy 20t~birthday to Anis.sa and Lady,
May 4, 1991 Kizzie & Danielle .

I ,<1a11

pri('<' 1\11 an I B~1 l'1·1-,..011al Sys tt·n1 /2."
\\ ' lu·tht•r \till 11t·t·• I tt1 crt'ate ir111)rt•ssiv1·
(Jr l)lJ si 11t·s~ r·t' f)t)rt ~

To 4-A-91 Z.-phi-B, You got it going on

h1a11 pay1111·11t s are als<1 availabh· .\1ith tl11·

·This o !fer is available 10 quallf1cd colleg e sl ud ent s fa c ulty a11d stat t wh o purc hase IBM Selec ted Ac ade1n1c SolL1t1on s 1hro L1gh part1c 1µat 1ng c ar11pt1 s otillc t s .
IBM 1·800 · 222 · 72 5 7 o r IBM Auth o r11 ed PC Dea lers cert1f1ed to re1na1kc l IBM Selecte d Ac adcrn1 c Solut1or1 s Orde1s are st1b1ec1 to ov<11lab1lily Pr ICC' S ar.e
sub1e ct to c hange . and IBM may withdraw 1he o f fer at ar1y time w1 1ho ul r1 o t1c c " IBM . Pei sor1al Sy slc r11 /2. ar1d PS/2 a1 e reg1 ste1 ed Ir ade r11,1r lo.s o t
Internatio nal Business Mac hines Co1po rat10 11 Ro land is a regi stered tradc111ark o r Ro la11d Corp o ra11 on , US
IP. .. Ar.nrn n r~11 n n 1q8 l
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